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WEEKLY KEN CKY NEW E.RiV
$1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNT . KENTUCKY, FRIDAY. OCTOBER 14, 1887. VOLUME XVIII: NO16.
Talks Half so Loud or Half so Strong as
LOW PRICES!
Couple this with Honest Goods and you ha,ve prniselv tne basis on
whi •h we ask your ryatronage SHOP WORN and SH ODDY GOODS are
dear at rimy These we do not keep r stll Behind every article
w ofrer is our reputation and guarantee.
Endless Variety of Dry-Goods, Notions, Cloaks,
Ladies' and flen's Furnkhing Goods.
We have secured the most elepatit and exteosi ye
to llopk,insville.
While others are somplaining about dull tradt.
Lively prices make a lively larsiness.
line of the aluove goouls ever brought
our busiiiess_ iucreasea. each
All Goods Marked in Plain Figures.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.
ma*
N. Y. Office, No. 56 Worth St , Room 3.
3E3..A.SSMrl'r11 cgz CC).
JUT LET US IIMPER
that it ill do you good nu big stock of
3P.E1..Lai-A .ALITTIE10.131..CPIC01%1"/E3
ronsistitug uuf the latest iuOleia and Lest qualitie- at prices nobody cares to meet. People art
saving money and securing tl e best by poi chasing from our sea-onable 'if- choice se-
e,.timis
NI EN'S & BOY'S CLOTHING
Andpent's Furnishing Goods.
We have an immense variety in all our departments. :The leading novelties and stan-
dard styles of the season.. Prices the lowest ever known. for firA-class goods. All our
goods marked in plain figures; no signs that have a different nn•aning for every one who
asks. Everything in plain black and white.
WE tIO NOT CREDIT.
Our prices are cash prices, and the lowest to be haul anywhere. Give us a cell; inspect our
goods, and don't forget that there will be no hard times fur you if you buy of
1=-)-YM cgz IAT.154.1.11'01\1",
1-31CD1P'MW.IIMISIITII-.1..7a, K."52%,
2 Doors from sank of Hopkinsville.
I Garner s-Aity-:-Pharmacy.ipm8,(Ifolls
stir
4
dg
s
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
the largeet aiiol elega 'nee- to the it
New and Complete in All Its Departments
H. H. tiarner, of Lae old firm of Otah & Darner, who for many years .d the leading dreg trade It
Western Kentucky. having parchae.d Dr. 1.11ah's Interest. Is now sole proprietor of the new house. He
will use all hi. experience and ability to tnerenwe, If pomade. me high reputatton of the old firm for fah
dealing, competency and reliability. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And atock tn. beat quality In all departments of thetrade at !be lowest prices. hrugs, Paints and
o 11. of -eery kind. h./it/ding All FHWIN W11.1.1.A MS' l•KLEBRATKI1 PAINTS. Patent Meclicines.
the best and mom poptoar In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Mangsetured to order In any quatillt• A sure and safe remedy. Brie a-Brae, :Covent.' and Holiday
..ionda a st.wcialty.
Prescriptolls Caroililly Compoullded
----at any hour Of the Day or lint by-
IeEr. C. 3E, VtrYT...,wr, granite rIllittlf$11 RIMY.
H. B. GARNER,
PIM e
TIE LEAOING SHOE STORE
Has just received a full line of Fall Footwear.
We quote as below :
Men's H. S. Button Congress and llahnorals, $6 to $6.50
Men's H. Welt "
Men's M. S. "
" 5 to 6
" 2 to 5
Men's Cf. Boot, sewed, pegged and stand screw, 2.50 to 6.00
Men's Kip Boot, box and plain toes, - 2.50 to 5.00
Boy's Kip Boot - - - - 1.25 to 2.50
Misses' Kid Button Heel and wedge heel. 2.00 to 3.50
" Pet " " 2.00 to 2.75
4.
MITCHELL'S NEW SHOE STORE,
No. 3, Main st, Next Door to Latham's.
A CoMpl. Assortni,nt oof all
Grerlea of
Boots & Shoes.
--AND •-
Full Stock
-1 -
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS AND HATS,
.4.6.nr AOC 1.7r1C3E31[MMAI...' ES.
Pictures, Frames
AND
ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
A full stock of Books. etatiowery, and School 9oloplies. Orders by mail promptly •ttendee
Mend liatistactme gloterlintee0. Cheats st better in the country
GI Mein it.
=a,ssr Te.n.rrn.s_
We furnieh hundred. of homes yearly with fine
tante end Organs. and allow eu•
touters to pay in small month-
ly or quarterly payments.
Steinway & Sons,
Decker Brothers,
Haves Brothers,
J.& C. nIcher,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
411111 misiioukAikr c iNet sPECISI.
DEestiNs MADE TO hultDF:H.
SHONINCER.
HAMILTON.
ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236
Louisville, : .
Choice Styles cf Organ!. for the Sit-
ting Room. Library and Hall.
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Hy.
Large •nd rtux stable and ample aecommoda
I :ion for hors... special attention gl•en to furnishrg ego od bones and vehicles to all livery oaten,
nhone onto/action 00000 where
JOB WORK
Sean? art vrowenrly eireented at
1.4YCIPNT,
ANSYILLE, 191P11:11191
f CONSTIPATION
called the "Father of Disease." bec•use
there is no medium through which disease
oio often attack. the syetem se by the alumni
Lion of metumoudi foto es in the retention of tle-
cayett e ete matter in the .torniteh aad
bowel.. It wean ed ty a Torpid Live,. not
enougn li le being excreted from the tileril o
produce Nature's own (tint/ink. and is g 
ly accompanied wan such rasultsaa
Loss of Appetite,
Sick Headache.
Bad Breath. etc.
The treatment of 1;•oi tipation does not eon -
'tat myrrh; in lin ado g the boa eta. he itied•
eine mtuot rod act a• a purgattve, hut
Vole as sell, and to t proottee after ns nee
"'este, cod iro noes TO Secure a r guhr
liOdy with ott citsingi g tbe owt or diserg•n-
iz ng the syttin
•• attention. Icier suffering with Co .stlpa-
(ion fes two ye iris. wax yelled in 8 Mtn na
I. veo Regulator, ', having tried &most SS-
• hing elee, e,tnehoted to tr. it. 1 and P,ol •
a, ineglastful end afterwards .e ,ueeel t• 
LA • teaspooldo as per di
in...tikes! heels not experteaaed say di Illealtv.
I keep it in nty house and would not tie without
it. but haying no use tor it, it ha•ing cured
me "-Geo W. suss, Ulera Superior
Court. Bibb Co , Ga.
Take Only the Genuine,
Which II P V II s I; I ;
mark and Signature f
J.1111 & co.
LA-CU-PI-Amod tests of comparliwi
instituted between La-cu-pl-
and other blood rernedi
prove. conclusively that it
stands without a peer. W
claim for La-cos-pl-• abeolu
fcr ltISCRAC fo
which It Is recommended, and a failure I
ny cage is uttersy linporsible,Oziana. Seto
• syphilis, In every stage,Chronic RM..)
dam, Hanalei Sores, Ulcers, Swellings
beceeses caused by Hip Disease, or Carte
avisible Parasites, all angry Skin Disease
id unnatural discharges are Immediatel
ntrolled by La-en-pba and a poaltIve eu
lithe Inevitable result.
" seven yea rat woe elmnat one melon
rrupt Ion. Deep angry isir,si had eaten dow
my baek•bone, my iskly and limbs We
vertal with wires, my pit, noon and throw
retail destroyed by them, elven ueto itir
y the twat phyaietana of ColUfnima. Weigh
hut eighty pounds, redured loth* verge o
he grave, thought I woe dying, I then toot
-cuo•pl-a. nothing else; hook 20 lxittles. All
my sores are healed and I am as well as eve
u my life, and weigh
MRS. MAGGIE- HARPF.R,
115 W. Court Rt. Com:macs, On in.
Sold by all druggIsta and dealers. pe
ttle, 6 tor $5.00. Rend for Dr. Hartman'
k, "The Ills or Li fe,"sent free, and "Con
entlal Phylician." on receipt of 15 cents.
R. R. B. HARTMAN CD.. Columhu 0
---,old at Wh leeale 1411.1 I etsil ' y-
IL B. GARNER. li• Ky
ARBUCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence-
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-olass
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
CAPITAL PRIZE. $150.000.
We do hereby cent!) that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly •nii Semi-
annual Drawing. of the Loulotints State Lot-
tery , ton patty. and ill p4;1.14/1i maesge Red con-
trol the Draw in" themsel ves.•tel that the game
are coioducted with honest, , fairness, aiod in
goof faith tewarif all parties. and we mitt °rile
the Company to use this rertideAte. with fac-
similes of our signatures 4ttachr IP Its &ever-
Diemen's."
C01•111111111salone.re.
We the undenogned Banks and Banters will
pay all Prize, drAwn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
J. H. OGLESBY,
Pres. Lessielana atiosoal Hank.
P. LAN kIFX.,
atate National Hank:
A. 1.DW 14.
Pres. 'yew Orlean• National Hank.
CARL KOHN,
Preie. Union Nailsonal Hank.
I IIIIPKP.CEDENTElk ATTIKACTIONI
los Over Half a Million Dio .
I
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Inecirporated in Is611 for S6 years by the Legis-
lature for Educational and Charitable purpooes
with a capital of $1.000.000-to *hist' a reties'',
fund of oter $65o.Poo hr. Since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote Ito fran-
chime Wile made a part of the present State Con-
stitution adopted 1.eceut ber Si, A I/. ISM
The only Lottery ever voted on and endorsed
by the people .1( •ny State.
ale,/104; sir postrbnirs.
lie Grand "tingle Number Draws
Inge take pl nee monthly, and tile grand Semi
Annual Drawings regularly every months(June and Decemberi
A splendid opportunity tO win fortune. Ilth
orand Drawing. ciao. Is. la the Acadeni) of
Music, New orleaos, uesday, NOV. rick
goer -Shah Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
2,1719 prizes amounting te
•pplication for retool to club. 'boob! be made
only to the °Nee of th• Company in New lir.
leans.
For fi niter information write clear!) giving
ton addr.as. Ir..etn I \Totem, 11:chres. Money Or-
ders, or New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense) ad-
dressed
gape Notice- Tickets arc Ten hollers only.
Halves, $6. Fifths, $2. len lit, $1.
I Capital Prize 0(6154,000 11)50.0t0
t Grand " of 60,000 50,1C0
1 " " of 20.000 20,100
I Large Pr Les of 10.01.10 r0,1 00
" of 5,000 20,000
60 Pi 'zee of 1,000 201/00
50 .. 500 z.-.. 000
180 " S A 30.000
200 " 2 C/ 40,000
101 50,000
Aertioxists.rios, eitizies.
too A pproilmation Prizes of 1200 ftio.o00
110 ,10 do kW W.r..{)
100 do do 100 10.1.• 0
1000 Terminal do 60 50.000
-- - -
t535.000
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington.D.0
Adtlreue ttegistereil Letter. to
Ukt.liathit N•TlutiiAl. HANK,
Sew 'Henna. 1.a.
RFAEMBe, Thou the presetire ofhenerals fur•uregard
and ear y. who are in charge of the draw init.,
1111• iftlaratttee of mleolit to faornesa and Iittegt ay.
that the chances ate all equal, and that no one
ran poseehly divine Bat numbers will draw •
Pr se.
IC F. Eli se P; st that Ole ra) inept f Prizes
is GUARANI RY SOUK NA.
T ION A L • KIN lit Sea Drle•ns, and the
Tickets are signed by the Preeitlent of an In-
stitution, whose chartered rights •re recogniz-
ed In tbehigheat Ceurts: therefore. he ware of
any imitations or saws) mous whs. m ea.
Sotti Entulty College,
HO PKINSVILLE, KY.
38th Year 8•880n
Tuesday, September 6, 1887.1
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
The Course of Study embraces
ART, SCIENt'E. LETTERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
MERCIAleend MUSIC
Both sexes admitt to the Study flail and
Recite o Rooms. T`tt. Is a 601001 eq.ial in •Il
re pect. to the t. 1 using lames Board IV th
the President in Corege Building Yousg gen-
tlemen in private families Price of board,
moderate For further particulars, catalogues
S.D., address .1 1,1 1011 E. !WORM 1',
ere•Idessi.
Or Prof ?I. 1. LIPS4'0.11111,
GOIXIC.,43 VIce-Preeident.
LEITH itOOD 11012,
A Romance of the Early Days
in Hoosierdom.
DV' St.
I reeerieffrikt. 11fel, by The A. vow*
"OW 'company.
glIgAinER VII
A WIlIOD NIGHT SCENr..
Even befork1 had finishers the short
half-hour's gaol) that brought me to
the stable door at the hack of tha
LOittherwood House. the moon
disappeared under a great black cloud
that came up from the southeast
against a growing wind from the op-
posite quarter.
Low and continuous mutterings 01
thunder with almost an unlit terrtipted
blaze of lightning foretold the rapid
approach °tone of those sudden rain-
storms so frequent nt this time of s
forward • • spree,. " lett le so a tne
threat of a drenching rain blown by a
furious wind C01111/1 110L deter the data.-
iug popalation of Sandtown from
gatherinigjet the long dining-room of
the Ibmse. The roof
wns I.; the walla wore strong
and - it was light, bright
1(1 aft matter what
-h- -
a thong t it elem.(' to matter
really nothing at :t11 to any other one
of the hundred pet-sons young and old
that were already laughing and chat-
tering and buzzing about all parts of
feritaatot IrrtAtteit.
the 'Mao, It Wits eVIdelit that
It Midterm', Very ,vriteisly to no lcas
pcc000mtp., In my ittillill1113 Oyu.. 111:111
Leather'wood.
'That always haughty and at timer
imperious young, gentleman. having.
as is not infrequcntly the ease in stern-
looking people-a very equable. and
even companitmable vein underlying
the surface rock of his harsh exterior--
was in a tempest of wrathful disgust at
Bogus Leatherwood.
"By gum! he's got to be mighty nigh
a plum eejut (idiot) en the last week."
Buck said to me, with rising isidis,na
tion, as the burly form of the landlord
fairly daneed through the wide entry
and up the box stairway. followed by
nt least thirty of the constitutional
free boardera at the Leatherwood
house. "Nuvver see any man thess
go lack he has -en all my life. He
don't k-yur how thengs go! No, sir!
Nut a copper! He haint paid no ten-
lion to the 'Artist -for a plum, week, so
he !taint. Teartin reen lever lack a
New-founlite pup. by gum! moro'n
lack a nem tmdun busi-
ness. 1,cis itit and mui what the
lashnation they're at, anyhow."
Getting up
-stairs throttgit a strae-
gling cronel th:tt was beth going up
and ceming down, We foiled both doors
01)011 and the tetaejeseees Wed with a
crowd of jostlIfig fellewa getting
di
-resod hurriedly in a quota. loose black
half-sailor dress. Heape of thes
feints were upon tho beds, from which
this and ttett article were being jarked
this way and that in a scremble to get
garments to fit, and leive them on as
soon u poosible. The retch- of clang-
ing steel could be heard. too. as broad
belts were 'eeing futened round the
black-jacireted crew. Short swords,
daggers, pistols and carbines were
flourishing this way and that, in little
half-eireleo of confusion. in the indi-
vidual and separate effort of each pair
of hands to dress and arm without re-
gard to any other. the midst of
these, rushing from m:tn to man or
group to gem.). growling out direc-
tions, questions and replies, n•as Bogus
Leatherwood, his face irradiated with
a wild, fierce gleam of irrepressible,uno
accountable delight.
Never before nor since have I had
such a shock as this transformation
scene with the towering and gigantic
form of li gut Leathers-oral. its cen-
tral and overshadowing figare, :led the
hurrying. muttering or silent maskers
abeut hiru. all whirling in a tangled
maze that made me roel eVoll in the ef-
fort to siege- out any thing or any
body.
lint all the hurry and tho romentic
strangeness of this wild nighteresne,
with the uneurtained witeiows et the
upper rooms ablaze with tho contin-
uous glare of the lightning arel the
mass of my familiar everyeley ac-
quailitancos. trausformed by a curious
and warlike garb of some other conn-
try or time, intn strangers --all this
could net prevent me from noticing
that the bed-rooms were almost bare.
The rich oldeurtains of heavy Dam-
ask that had been the envy of Satel-
town, the heavy mirrors, the mahog-
any dressing-ease and bureae that I
had seen in Polly's room-in shott,
the whole movable and valuable fur-
nishing (seta gone! The great wooden
chest reiluthied. But it, toe, hail been
shifted from its plaee antl stood di-
agonally ncross the southeast corner
of the mem, and hence in front of thc
two small windows so (subtly cut down
to the floor nnd having hinged sashes
for opening. The room lookes1 large
and strange-alnmet unrecognizable,
ns if it, too, had. put on the salt-water
garb of Begus Leatherwraxl and his
companions. I had a strong desire to
take a peep into the great chest. but
the music atriking up with unusual
vivacity from the dining-rieen, Buck
seised mo by the arm and almost
dragged me down the narrow stdrway
and into the presence of the company.
There was a compact oval ring of
men and women preesed together about
the open center of the room, in which
space Bogus Leatherwood's huge fig-
ure, looking taller by reasion of the
high-pointed black hat and straight
black feathers, and loeking slenderet
by reason of tall' tightly-belted bluer
yeavet doublet, nnd the gaiters and close-
ly buttoned black legging that revealed
the strong and not unaluipely nether
limbs in the puce and twirl of some
outlandish sword dance, in which the
broad bright short blades Bashing and
clashing in a sort of chant er song In
an unknown tongue (Spatiiale the new
Dr. May authoritatively said it wits),
made the most astonishing spectacle
that had as yet been seen in all Sand-
town and its tributary regions. The
second great spectacle was, perhapa,
at that very moment preparing for its
presentation. But if so, the spectators
were as cennpletely unprepared for it
as ever an audience was unprepared
for denouement of the most startling
drania.
Pushing Into the circle at last, I
was astonished to see that whatever
this strange dance might be it Was ono
which all the participators in it had
practiced. But where? Impossible
that it could have been done in Sand-
:owe_ without being known and even
supervised by the more enterprising
inhubitants. Then I thought of the
steamer that we had seen in the bend
below the village. Iof the river
looked around for Buck. Ho was
not to be seen. Acrors the circle stood
Volly holding to the arm of Judge
Bar'es. Slid' teas far inore
dressed than I had ever men her. But
the dark, thin lace dress and the pale
yellow ribbons in her hair gave her a
wan and were loek. Judge Barks,
too, )(Hiked (liven-bed and anxious.
But I must tale to somebody about this
(x1r1 masquerade of Bogus Leather.
wood. And who could be more antis.
factory to me in a conversation of that
nature than his daeg,eter. For there
had Ennio inte nty mind a growing
conviction that the nem mita( Ire in-
sane.
Hoot- quickly the memory can man
shal he: (utterable circumstances in cor-
roboration of the imputation of insan-
ity! The sudden change IL the land-
lord's whole ntethrels of life within the
last ten days; his apparent neglect of
the stern and unrompronising super-
vision of all the acts and movements
of his wife and daughter, which he had
enforced rigidly all the ten years of
their residence in Sandtown, togethet
with Buck's suepicious comment, came
upon me with the it-resistible force of
conviction. Undoubtedly the mar
must be insane! Then how mud
greater the need that I shotild at once
take charge of the (laughter. If evei
there could be a time that she would
need my protection and advice and
support in and through, I said, proudly
myself, now is thet time. If ever
there was the possibility of an oppor-
tunity for me to redeem the promisee
that I had made to her by implication
and to myoulf by multiplied direction,
now was that time.
Full of theae thoughts, and prepoe-
sessed with the correctness of my con-
elusions upon all the points involved,
it was a ith vastly more then lily usual
self-assertion-or /a of it, rather-
that I pushed my way roam' the outet
edge of the admiring and highly-enter-
tained circle to the spot just back of
the station occupied bytho (thief object
of my thong-lea and my put-pose.
I remember in that brief interval
how It ith amazing celerity I thought
over the whole field of what was to lye
the next ere lot our lives. The mar-
riage; the necessary residence at my
father's house until I could choose a
location and make a start in my pro-
fession; the energy and tireh•msliess
thnt I could and wouid put. terou in
tido filet bout with the actunl werld,
nith the leirtlen of a wife upon my
liands; unit this told all ether burden,
lightened by lett. ovonvheltilieg and
enduring love for one nuother. A
pleasing subjeet, (111811(.11 with a little
:If the anxiety and uncertainty pert:the
ing to such subjeets in their very nat.
tire-but pleasing. first and litaL
When under the stimulua of the
thoug,hts here briefly outlined I had
pushed nty way to the side of the ob.
ject of my solicitude the remarkable
dence of the mad landlord and hi!
crew had come to a climax, in whieE
the (lancers formed in two lines with
TIIK BVCCANIA:11.8 DANCE.
sword-arms extended above their heads
die points touching and forming at
arch of ateel under which Bogus Leath
erwood marched toward the door.
At the instance of his entergenet
some one ran into the room and epoke
rapidly and in a low voiee. The judge
instantly walked forward in great and
visible agitation.
-I told you, Leatherwood. I tried Le
put you on your guard," I heard the
judge say in half angry tones that Fele
dered almoet unietelligible every thiny
he said.
"Is the entry door fastened?" Bogue
asked, without looking at the judge oi
heeding him is the least. Anothet
proof of his insanity. if any more wort
needed. I did not hear the reply, ice
the wind and rain began now to beat
upon tbe sides of the house with mo
mentarily increasing volume and force.
"He won't make a move in rich
night as; this. Jo!" said the landlot (I. ir
his usual luud pesitive mrtener as hi
strode hack nn.1 locked the door load,
lag to the kitchen. The judge to/
lowed.
"Ilav.. you forgotten all :Oa la him.
salt!" said the judge. in a fury.
you know he'd pick thii night out of
a hundred."
"Let &tint!" said Bogus, disdainfully,
and walking back toward the entry
with the judge following at his heels.
"You kin git ready to dance now ef
you u ant to, fellers." he continued,
raising his voice so as to be heard
over the noise of the wind and the
rain. There were some half-hearted
responses, and I took Polly's a-ni
her tether and his companion...4 tiled
eta into the entry and on up the stair-
way.
-Isn't this dreadtul,"I whispered. "I
couldn't think of dance'n at such a
time." Polly started and looked at
me with wide-open eyes.
-You have beard it, then!" she ft4••
most gasped.
"I only knower! it certain this even-
um. But Fee ben--"
"I supposcel Buick couldn't help tell-
ing you all about it. Aiel I wanted
this very chance to talk to you. l'en't
We get somewhere so as not to be
bothered with other people all round
us? Our rooms are full of-of those
men, of course. But we can get to the
looru-house, may Is-, without getting
wet. Did he-did Judge Barks go out
the-iirs't? Yes, r know Ir. dia.
Come on, and we will-but this door
is locked and the key gone! Who
locked it?'' She was in such a flurry of
excitement that she ran here and
there about the room in complete be-
wilderment.
Out in the entry I could hear the
voice of Judge Barks in bnal and vehe-
ment remonstrance, and that of Bowtte
Leatherwood in all angry growl Of et'le-
tiant reply.
"I've done all I tower agreed to do
with you in this theng. Now. that's
all I'm a go-un to do, too. You kin
settle on Mar. Aim' theys no use a
Waf4It111 ally' more words :theta tit.
You've gut 'er, haint yuli? I thought
she was all you wawnted? I didn't
know yeti wawnted the manage'n uv
nee, too! I don't w nobody te dot/tat,
I'll let yttli know." was a part of the
landlord's; tierce rejoiteler to some-
thing urged upon him byJudge Barks.
I looked searchirrgly into Polly's face.
She turned crimson, and her largeeyes
tilled with a sudden gush of teara.
-You mustn't blame me," she
sobbed, seizing my arm and pressing
it convulsively. "0 you mustn't
blame mc. I couldn't help it. I tried
every thine. And you wasn't here to
help me. Don't blame me for it!
Don't blame me for it!"
I had seen her in many a storm of
self-exonerating c(mtrition for some es-
capade or other since our engagement,
but never so rent struktorn by her emo-
tions as now.
"I'm not blame'n you," I said, hold-
ing, her about the w:tist. For really
alio seemed so distracted tliat I thought
there was clanger in allowing her a
hand's breadth away from nue. "Don't
go on thataway. Polly. They's some
trouble ut4de, I know. But you tin
yoUr "mother lin Fano l'ight- to nr
house. I talked to father about ut, un
he says 'come right along. You-"
"0 you don't know, then! You
don't know! IIave I got to tell you all
-all-all? Can't aomebody else tell
hint! Can't somebody else tell himP"
She was in such a frenzy now, so
evidently beside herself. with her
hands clasped over her heaving bosom
and her black hair down over her face
like a Vail, and every word coming as
if it were torn from her with hooks of
steel! The wenten crowded about her
and eat•ried her into a (timer where a
large rocking chair had been pushed
out of the way. There was a great
rushin,g about and snelt inextricable
confusion that I stood dazed. Even
the loud and excited altercation going
on in the closed and barred entry (lid
not claim my attention until the stun-
ning report of a pistol, followed by an-
other and then three or four together.
culminating in something like a fusil-
lade, startled me into instant action.
I ran into the wide entry, fttlly expect-
itig to see Judge Balks or Bogus
Leatherwood stretched upon the floor.
There were three or four men at the
barred entry door with their carbines
in their hands, but no sign of ally one
lx-ing hurt. Up-stairs I heard the
landlord's voice in Ids timed growl
giving continnons direction. Judge
Barks walked back hastily.
t-These women must go down into
the cellar. Sonte to- urn ull git hurt
hyah! Silkit, why dor't you git tun
out uv the way, salt?"
"But what's the matter, judge?
What's the firing about?" I ask, hur-
rying baek with him into the
room.
-Some infuhnal foul oftians tryln
make sonic unlawful aim-este. I tole
urn the men would all give themselves
tip in the inawnim when I could see
theyull paypus, un see that the wawnts
was issuetl in thie fawm lyy the pwopali
awthawties. An', stilt! they made a
bulge !oh the dottle sub! But they
didn't git in. stilt! They didn't git in."
And then there was such a fright-
ened whirl and flutter of excitement
mid confusion, with everybody run-
ning this way and that, that I eould
only keep my attention clearly flied
upon the din of the earbities that kept
up an incessant banging eotnewhere In
the tipper story of the old log tavern.
The 'round of the guns of the tusonllants
could not be distinguished; but that
they, too, wee. flrIng was proven by
an occasionid bullet piercing the thick
wood battens of the windows,or coming
through the heuey oak weatherboard-
ing of the ell with force enough left to
bruise two or three persons, among
whom, of course, was Fan. She came
up to me with her sleeve stripped up
showing a blue spot on the back of hem
large white and muscular arm.
-There now," she said, with an ex-
cited laugh, "I've got all a this I want,
fur this time. They's a way to git out
yen Un I'm a goan to git out, too.
Un I reckon I better take you long
whinny." She seized my arm and
started, almost dragging me after her.
resisting feebly as I certainly did.
"Where's-"
"Polly?" she finished for me. *-511c'e
out un gone. You neteln't to wait fur
her, nohow, now." There was such an
evident stress upon now that I could
not help asking why I needn't wait
now as well as any time hereedole.
Fan looked at me in undisguised won-
der. Just then a terrific roar that
shook the big log house as if with an
earthquake deafened me for a moment.
I supposed the house had been struck
by lightning. Outaide there was a cry,
a shrill yell of surprise. defiance and
perhaps derision, echoed by a shout
within.
"Now. stilt! they'll be n chance foh
the wimmiu to git out. Thalt goes
Prognoses cannon. They uon't stand
befoah that, sub!" And Judge Barks
ran excitedly into the east room.
"Come on now! You haint fittun to
be left layer. the way you are Ef you
don't know what's happened to Poll,
I've got some news to tell yuh. She's
married. That's whut she is. That's
whet she wawnted oomelsocly to tell
yule Now then, come right along
with me."
CHAPTER V I IL
• PITCHED BATTLE.
Holding my hand as if she was de-
termined that I should not have the
least opportunity to turn back, of my
own accord, or get separated from her
by seme inadvet•tence, Fan drew me to
a narrow door in one corner of the
room, that opened upon a stairway
leading to the basement. From the
bottom of this stairs it was plain "go-
ing" to the outer door, uta Fan re-
marked. The rain had come in one
of those terrific dashes that reen1 tO
empty a cloud with one explosion, and
now only a moderate steady shower
pattered nlong in the rear and from
the tattered fringes of the skirt
of the great black oloud that had
already flown past us and away to the
northwest, still firing its broadsides of
sheeted flame like some vast black
pirate ship of the upper air pursuing
some fleet of white, soft, peaceful mer-
chant clouds now hull down upon the
horizon and spreading every stitch of
canvas to the breeze, with the partial-
ly visible moon upon them all.
Across the wideTiollOw-biick of the
Leatherwood House we went rapidly,
listening to the sharp crackle of the
riles and hearing occasionally the
noisy whiz of a stray bullet, bumming
from the point of some sudden deflect-
ing surface of hard oak log or post.
out into the fringing thickets. Onco
we (turned as if instinctively to look
back. As we did so a broad band of
red flame fan-shaped and scintillating
leaped out of the southeast corner of
the house we had so lately quitted as
if it sprang front the upper story out
toward the wide opening that consti-
tuted the junction of the public! square
with the river mad. Following this
flash, at what seemed an interminable
interval. mune a roar that filled at
(met! all the vast and echoing space
along the wide river bottom. We stood
for a moment listening to the appalling
celeste (if this new and terrible sound,
and then turned and ran on until we
reached the crest of the ridge where
'Squire Grring,s had lived from the
first settlement of tho country. The
house was the usual double-log, coo"-
eret1 at it later date with oak weather-
boarding and having a small frame ad-
dition jutting up against the wide old-
fashioned covered !torch.
Heti. was gathered half the populn-
Gen of Sateltown, including part of
the bar of the Santhown Circuit, with
Major Grigge, who haul been in the
war of 1812 and who was authority up-
on tery niany points et vital interest
in the irt•esent extraordinary- epiaode
(recurring under our immediate obser-
vation.
-He's firun that cannon mostly to
sk-vear them fellers." said the Major,
with a knowing smile clearly •isible
in the increasing light of the rising
moon and the clearing sky. "They
letint so dang'urce as they look.
'num cannon! They don't kill near
as many as the little gime There!
Listen at that! That's the kine
allootun at hurts, boys!" he continued,
as an unprecedentedly loud and sus-
tained rattle of rifles swelled and sub-
sided with the great roar of the cannon
as a finish.
-That must a beee a charge onto the
tavern. Ef it was, they didn't get urn!
Yo see tlw cannon theel last. There it
goes agineloo! They're a loadun un
shootun bout as feet as they kin
now. Un that means as they
(line the tacktin party back.
They've gut a blame good gin-
tit-1 to fight aginst when they've gut
Bogue Leatherwood reeinst tire," ef.in-
Curled the Major, iVat
was thought to indicate his martial
familiarity with scenes of blood and
danger.
"Some sex, Major, at Bogus uz ben a
ter-ble feller ill his time," said old
Squire Goings, with a sly smile on Ms
broad, red, mottled face, and in that
intonation that, while it does not pro-
pound a question directly, invites con-
firmation or contradiction. "Some
sez at lue's ben sieh aerapes before,
uu a goodeel wuss uns un fess, too, ef
they tell the truth about ut."
"I don't know nuthun about ut,"
said the Major, with the trained law-
yer's cautious conservatism. "Hit ar
alleeged ateke yusen to be a ter-ble fel-
ler aginst the Bt•idish. But most uv ar
ancestry's wrts thataway en thaw
times. There goes that blame canter
twee Went- 3 on spose Bogus could •
gilt that thoeig from? Ilow the mt.
lion could he git ut up there tin nobody
know mithun about ut?"
I coniti haVe thrown some light upon
this point. And s certain inherent and
univeroal desire for distinction above
our fellows impelled me strongly to
tell the mart elous story of the grett
wooden tool-chest and its odd con-
teats. But before I could frame a
proper beginning some one else had
begun to tell about the steamer that
had come up the river and landed
an illimitable supply of arms end mu-
nitions of war, among which three can-
non had been seen to a certainty!
"Some sez at Bogus us ben a smug-
gler, ur uvver whut you call ut, before
lie conic h-yur to San-town un set-
tled," continued the squire, with the
same suggestive intonation and ex-
prelusion that said he asked for infor-
mation.
They tell a blame sight harder
yarns un that on 'im," retorted the
Major, with a laugh. "1 oottldn't say,
myself. l've h'yurn a goodeel-a
goodeel. But you nuvver know whut
to bleevc tell hits proved en court,
ONCE WZ TURNED TO LOOK SAM.
Squire." And the Major laughed so
heartily that this was at once un-
derstood to be a witt'cism, and secured
general recognition in a sort of hyster-
ical laugh, indeed. But then consider
the surroundings!
"Sonic sez at his right name hain't
Lutherwood at all," voatintred the gos-
sipy old squire, with great enjoyment
of the subject, and pronouncing the
name with the short sound of "u" sub-
stituted for the short sound of "e" in
the first syllable. "His name hain't
Lutherwood no more'n my name's
Lutherwhod. Nur not nigh as mush!
Becaise his right name is furder offun
Lutherwood than Go-uns ud be. Both
uv urn is turd enough offun ut, fur that
matter."
"I've h-yurn Mat afore, too, squire,"
retorted the Major, in the gleeful man-
ner of the gossip who is not to be be-
hindhand with the latest news. "l've
h'yurn that, un a goodeel more. A
goodeel more, I tell yuh!"
The Major laughed in such a know-
ing way as te nettle the old squire per-
ceptibly.
"1 s'pose then you h'yurn what his
right name is-his furruu name, I
mean. His Spanish or Frainch name,
ur uvver w-hut hit is?" There was a
keen inquisitiveness in the way in
which the fat squire leaned over
toward the Major, and in the way the
listeuers divided their attention be-
tween a watchfulness directed at the
little straggling moonlit village and
an alert heedfulness of every word of
this colloquy.
[To IBE COSTUMED )
Saunter Flowers are all Now Faded!
Slimmer Joys are all past •nd glimmer
hopsa are dead to-rover, but hope springs
e ertial in tile huruan breast. Roariens-
her the 210 Grand Monthly Drawing of
Floe Lote.lassa Stele Lottery 4...;onipany
which a ill take place with  Nil on
Tneelay fel ways Tueeday) November
• : some one a ill be better off Here
is how ow 2C8th resulted Sept. 13th,
le87. at New Orleans, Ia. Ticket No
37 426 orew the Fir-t Capital Prize
$150 000 Ticket No. 61,503 drew the
Seem"' Grand Pt ize of $50.0011; It was
iss tenth'. at $1. sent too M. A. Dau-
phin, New Odessa', La ; one went to
the Peoeles Belk ef New 'York City;
Otle tO Paul Wrier, 156 Hudson Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., (beano' southern Express
Co ; oi,e to Chris. F. Nett, 127 West
Nola' Ave (lacers, through
Serithere Expreas cs..; Moe to Albert
Sterile through Firet N4:1 Itthlik
eL/10, tot ; IIIIC tOP F. Elleteill, Rood-
hurler-. I I., through Roollionac Batik ;
one to Paul Miller, runner Union Na-
tieuel Eigo.k New Orleans, tor a depoisi-
tor ; one to Freels Nerfolk, Neb.,
dirough Elprette Co , ete , etc.
ricket N... 95 271 drew the illitiirfriliiGarisalaidt
Pr ze 520,uou; it was pot.
$1 reels ; two a • re paid to Mrs. Francis
W. fielded, Clariten, OhM, through
Southern Ex; r es ; 011P 10 N atienal
Commeneei Irene. MOlitle., Ala one to
Chas Joloosoii, Mobile, A ls., .lirough
Nati tttt el 'onitnereial Rant , Mohns reir
ur Wizeruann, New York
t r sigh Stout, ern Kept e Co.
e N Olsen, 838 Broordeay, New
York. through Southern Exprees Co.
Nos 61 677 red 69 399 drew the two
Fourth them, Pr,Z •si of $10.000 each :
thee e e -red ie is000the at $1 reel, 'sent
tO M. A. 1r:steatite New OrIrrails, Le.
y . re llelit 1.1V perigee s (11 a ran-
dee, givf 8,,iterre 'n' ; New Orleans,
La.; Boatiiii, Mae* ; kaosas city and
St. Joseph, Bo. ; Deoiver, ol.; New
York City, N. Y.; Memphis aid Glen-
mary,Tenn ; Fraukhrigton, N. C.; Fort
Uttioe, N Mex.; Milwaukee and Janes-
ei;je, ; Norton, Kansas; Soma
tits-, loom; Rood Gordn. Ala ; and the
iillser portion of $535900 were tient to all
Parts sa the world, moil it all will Occur
stain on Tuesday. Nov 8th, 1887. For
full particulars ef hieh event shires*
N. A. Dauphin, New Orleans, La -
Nee Orleans' (La.; Times-Democrat,
t
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As Old Metier.
Flew ingslourg oemeersi
Mr. II. C. Burgess, found on plece
rieoor Martha Mills, last a erk, the alien
of a tortoise, or "dry laud turtle." upon
which was inscribed in old troloinsied
characters the letters "J. L. 1829 " The
tortoise is hell;ovell to have beets marked
hy Jelin Leeson the father of Mr.
James Lawson, who lives upon the farm
owned toy Isle father, adjoiising the farm
of Mr. Burgeto. John Lawson came to
this cetinty In 1819, and lived tintil Ids
death neer Mertha MIlls. The tortoise
must have been greatly attached to the
neighborhood, and traveled very little.
Mr. Bergees prizes his find very much.
oe-soe-_ 
Riddell's Armies Salve.
The best arrive in the worel foe Cuts,
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers', Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores. 'Fetter, Chapped Hoods,
Chilblain', Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, •IIII positively (-tires Pile., or no
pay required. It is gitarenteed to give
pertect eatisfaction, t,r money refunded
Priee 25 cedes per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
I John Sullivan, with Harry Phillips as
manager, will aall for European Oct 39.
Eugene Higgina is melee') ell a
esudidate for Door-keeper col the the 'la- r
tlonal Heuer.
'file sale of the Baltimore & Ohlo Tel-
egraph Company to Jay Gould has been
ooneurnmated.
-
Prof. 'Ilromaa, of Knoxville, took a
rattleoneke to school with him and it bit
isim. He will probably die.
k reek Jsmee, the notoriorus ex out-
law, i- mild te te- dy'mg at Dallas, Telae,
whittasr lir wrut six isz.nothri ago.
'f he Litre 1  wories,".t. Birming-
ham, *ere tonere', deetroyed
fist Wedeeeday. Loss very great.
eator Colquitt, of Georgia,antannocea
his readiness io enter the Ogle for tariff
reform, and is utorti.ieht that the people
wiii artet.aies him
Cit ono awl pcysiciassi ol Tampa are
of epibiou that thos-rpittealle there is but
yellusw lever, oWillt the peculiar mil-
dition of the patient*.
A etersattou has deerloperi in Chatta-
nooga. A prominent church use mime
amid silo wife have been arrested charged
with rurthiug au immoral huuse.
_ -
Ev-Gov William B. 4Waslibtirti, of
Gretiotteld, Maas., dropped tread on the
platlorin Idle attendieg the 'session of
the Board uf Fortigu Illsetiorae atgpring-
field, Miss.
Oat of 1,160 telephones ie
fully 1,01.10 have been ordered out b
ell bells. They a ill het-tent the city
Couecil to compel.the co-emote) to put
Its wires under ground.
ensolais
Hon. J. Raudolph 'Futter ham been
retained for the defense In the case of
the Chicago Atiarehleas, Lid is New
York in eutisuluitiou with Ural. Roger
A. Pryor, hie asswetaus amuse!.
- -
A pientleetit otticial iti List. Judge Ad-
vueste lieheral's deprirtiniut at 15 ails.
iugwn bays teat there lute Wen a large
Jeer-rase yearly In intemperarier troth
the rs ilk slid file PI alley SILO', ihe
woo .
It ill • all *Met 1 uniur that Jay
Gould has bought use Mackay- Benioett
C•ble, and that the. return ol Jame*
(lord et kienoett the United States
is fur the purpore ol arratignig fur use
trimmer.
'the Secretary of Use '1'resseury Isar re-
calved a letter clferieg LO Die live-
erumeut bonds to the amount of 53,000,-
OW, the writer accutupairsiug his oder
with a threat tu sue the (Assent's:cid. if it
was Dot itetV Led.
Charles Dell, an ex-member of tik
Board of Public Works at Citiltillflatir
him been eetiteiseed to the penitentiary
for two year. tur having misapplied pub-
lic fund. in the purchaee of burets for
the city hi Illinois.
An aged uritrister named Bevil' went
to a r wire 's timbre hear I:Adana/us, tit.,
'meetly and lnuceed repeatedly. Be-
lug deaf, lie beard no atrasser aud was
dually btruck iti the Ite.ad by the friend
with a dal iron. iie NM probably die.
I he first game for tLe hese-hall chum-
ph:111'10p ui die world was play ed
Louis, Monday, by the club of that ,
champitnie ot ttie A ercietatiuri, and the
Detroit., chatepicrea of the League,
13,000 spectators beteg present. :st,
I.A.1111tl wuu by a &erre ot 6 !CO I.
eince the arrival et use (strip Altair
about two weeks' ago, there isave been
feurteen deaths from cholera Lai S *to-
bourne Wain! at New York. Ten oth-
er persona are sick with the dread
ease. There ';are, however, at quareir -
tine quarteretto fears of an epideu Ie.
Young Robert Fouigureati, eon of'
Jno. C. Fourqurean of the neighborhood
of Corinth, Logan eounty, fell frow the
steps of an excursion train, uear
town Junction , Thureday. 'floe train
was ruaning at the rate of forty miles an
hour and young lourqureen istauppfeed
to have been fatally hurt.
Senator Voorheee, of Indiana, and his
son, Charles S. Voorhees', lselegate in
Congress front Washiugton Territery,
are said to be ou opposite sides of the
fence regarding the preeeta Admittietra-
tion. Senator Voorhees is an ardent
admirer of President Clevelatid, while
the *on is bitterly oppoeed to
A *tory is going the matelot that Mr.
Cleveland when starting from Welshing-
ton, in haste to get on the train. for-
got Ills better hall arid site had to be ea-
corted tleoughothe crowd by Capt. if.
M careen. lesaiil be a cold day for
Groover when lie forgets Frankie, who i6
a mighty drawing attraetkm in the Prea-
idential *how. now On Maimed.
Senator Voorhees say s: •'S.1 far se Mr
t ;Irv, I ,nd is concerned, I think he will
be rettianitrated and re-eleeted. Against
Blaine, Mr. Cleveland eau carry hitherto'
by 15,0b0 majority ; agaitist ally other
Republican, he will have half that ma-
jority. Mr. Blaine will utiqueetionably
oe renominated, unless he declines in
&avarice." The Senator ale° said that
Mt. Cleveland Can not decline remind-
tiatioti.
'Ilse Courtot Appeal. have effirined the
decision of the Louisville court by
which Wm. Patter-lion. the itegro mur-
derer of Jennie Bow lean Wait eenteneed
to death, When intornied el his doom,
the wretch, a ho all the time Math-
[All e I an mar of Itiaolent brile0110, Was
terror etricken. Ile ha* coneiderahly
more orrice than Turner had and elm
more fully realize the awful fate in store
for 111111,
At the annual meeting or the smelt-
hoidet of the Leitiev illy and N Ash Ville
Railroad t'ompany heid in lansieville
Wednesday, the old Board sof Direr.-
ters was re elected without change, and
alt. %sine (officers were selecteol to Man-
age the atIsirs of the road, Mr. Eckstein
Norton, ot New York, being re elected
Presideut ; Mr. 11. II. Smith, of Louie-
vide Find Vice-l'oesidetit. The Pres&
delit's report showed the gross earning*.
of the roe I tor the 3 esr to he $15,0041,-
584 67, aline the net earnings were $1,--
407,e74 Iti. "Ellen N" is a big girl and
badly tee& eome lively atesouiatee its
Kentucky.
Gov. Buckner hee declined to) grate a
pardon Ill J. J. Cornelison, now serving
• sentence of three years ill the Mont-
gomery county jail for ati toreault upon
the late J udge Reid, ot the
Superior Court. Ater discussing the
purely legal questione involved the Gov-
ernor adds: "It is to he regretted that
some of the petitions in this ease have
suggratei for tvu.siolerstion matters that
have 110 relevancy to the gilt/Kit/lift at
iseue. The euffering of innocent parties
will necerearily excite the sensib,litiee
of ever.% right feeling man, and move
him to the deepest ayiripathy for the un-
fortunate, holt they ought not be per-
mitted to sffect the judgment ta a public
official." He adds Gott acute stuttering
has beets elotalIed, it "muse be attributed
to the offender against the laws which
societ y has established for ita protectien."
•
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Dr. David Dudley Field has through-
by enjoyed hie) summer trip abroad. He
met Mr. Blaine but once, and kept aloof
from American politics in 4urope.
The latett thing in foot-tights is "The
Hole in the Ground" now being played
in a New York theatre, which is said to
have been made by a Chicago girl.
Tallahaseee, Floritla, hae gone "dry"
anti the Prohibitioniate have "in-
fluenced" tbe County Commieelleners not
to renew the liquor licensee. The Flor-
ida snakes will now establish Winter
quarters at the Capital and pursue their
business w eh every hope of suet:eds.
Mr. William Patterson, colored, the
distingnished confrere of the late Siete-
guishee Mr. Turnereo now quartered in
-murderer's row" in the Louisville jail
and will hold daily levees for the benefit
of the sympathetic public. Ile will give
special audiences tolladies with flowers.
The Boeton Globe announce* that the
solid silver bat offered by that paper to
the player in the Boston team making the
greatest number ot hies has been won by
Sam Wise, whose record is 4-16 times at
bat with 149 actual bite, his average be-
ne .334 His neareet competitor Le Kelly,
whew average id .3-26. Kelly wins the
Nese running medal, his avenge being
.42e.
e_
Mias Adelaide Stanhopeen New York,
has produced the lateet realistic sensa-
tion in the historian world. She allows
heroelt La be thrown by the "villian" in-
to a tank of real water and splashes
about like a duck, going actually "head
and ears" under water. The act is tak-
ing like wild-tire and she plays nightly
to packed houses.
Two members of the Presbyterian
church, of Chester, S. Cequarreled about
parish matters and agreed to tight a du-
el with shot guns at ten paces. When
one of them went to the place of meeting
agreed upon he was promptly arrested
and his trial is now in progress. We
suppose these gentlemen justify them-
melees on the ground that they are be-
lievers in the church militant.
The Cincinnati Enquirer says; "The
Preaident's little speeches seem to please
the people." Of course they do. Every-
thing he does pleases the people and the
more the people see and know of him
the better pleased they are with him.
lie is of the people, for the people and
is going to be President another term,
made so by the people. Long live the
people's Preeident.
Messrs. L. M. Adkins, night editor of
the Courier Journal and Joeeph Eakins,
the original and only asylum investiga-
tor of the Kentucky Pres& have bought
the Louisville Sunday Argus which will
be "killed" and the Sunday News "put
on the hook" in its place. The gentle-
men are in every way competent and
well equipped to run a first-class paper
and we are ready to expect great things
from them. Here's Xing brothers.
With the reform of the tariff, there
will be a diecontinuance, to some extent,
of the odious practice of seizing femi-
nine bustles in the custom houses. All
traveling ladles elsould be stout tariff re-
formers.-Courier
-Journal.
Is it to be suppoeed that a "stoat re-
former" could protect her bugle better
than a slim one? There is generally
more "bustle" about the &lint one-but
this is only newspaper talk and the la-
dies will continue to re-form themaelves
as they see et whether the papers back
them in it or knot.
The Republican party eeems to be in
need of a bogs, and lately there has been
a considerable lookieg towarde Roscoe
Conkling, the bees immaculate of the
whole party. Mr. Conkling stands
aloof mid appears to dictate terms which
the G. 0. P. is not quite really to accept.
He had Fred Grata put on the State
ticket in New York just to call atten-
tion to the fact that his "tine Italian
hand" is still in shape for service when
chooees to put it in. M r. Conkling
is the one Republicau statesman, long a
leader, who is, personally and officially
above reproach.
Governor Buckner, In refusing to par-
don Cornelison and in the eminently
sound and practical reasons given there-
for, hae made a gooe start. The exer-
cise of the parclunieg power a moet
delicate and difficult [mit; the most try-
ing one, perhaps, that a chief executive
°Meer is called upon to perform. Sev-
erel Kentucky Governors have been
particularly unfortunate along this line
and Governor Buckner, in his first
nuerance on this subject, furnishes
a precedent which, if strictly followed
will leave him at the end of his term in
a much bette- atitude in this particular
than any of his recent predeceseors.
At the President's reception at Chica-
go another fiag epteode occurred and
Foraker, Tuttle & Cie may proceed to
howl. Ileadieg the line to shake hands
witla Mr. Cleveland came a detachment
of nion veterans, bearing the tattered
battle liag of the Eleventh 11.11118ad Vol-
unteer& The President warmly greeted
the old soldiers and as they neared Mrs.
c lea:elated. the color-bearer lowered the
ig and asked her to clip a piece from it
as a memento of the occaeion. Mrs.
Cleveland gracefully complied and wav-
ed aloft her trophy with evident pleas-
ure. The crowd went wild w ith enthu-
simnt over the incident.
Now let's hear from the 0. A. R.
"palsy" patriot&
Jay Gotild'e scoops, ofthe Baltimore
& Ohio Telegraph Co., Is a serious mat
ter, and the following suggestion from
the I 'hieago Journal is timely :
"It is evident that if competition and
all its results are to be excluded from tbe
private adrninietratioe of such a great
public service se the telegraph, the Gov-
ernment must intervene for the protec-
tion of the people. But the United
States should not buy existing lines. I
Telegraph lines could be egebliehed to
every eoiut reacheti by the Western Un- I
ion, over every railway and poet road,
for a one-teuth pert of the nominal value
of Jay Gould'e combination. A tele-
graph °Mee could be placed every Im-
portant poet-Akre and at every railway
station in the country for a sum of nion•
ey that would not sensible refine, the
surphis lei the Gulled Statee Treasury.
Tke work should be undertekan at owe
Velem NictoOpuly removes sod keepa 1111
weedy and oppressive hands off from
lie. *Alm! ng Mews."
EVEN THE REPUBLICAN PAPERs KICK.
New Orleans States.
Forakerei story about being snubbed
by Mrs. Clevelaed has disgusted even the
Republican papers. They declate that
they have had enough of IL.
THRI• WANT THt: EARTH,
Louisville Times.
The con teet betweeu Jay Gould and Ole
G. A R. for exclusive poeseesion of the
United States of Anierica is growing
fast and furious, with odds in haver of
Jay.
THE REPUBLICAN DOLLAR.
Ponglikeeiele News-Press
A silver dollar of 1504 is werth $2,000.
Terre are °lily two of them known tcebe
in existence. ee dollar given to the
public by a Republietee adminher tti is
refuted at eighty-tive ',entre
MAKING M•NY Plitt:NM
Port Jervis Evening Gazette
The President le making a most favor-
able impression all alot.g the line of his
western trip, and it is safe to predict
that the western delegation will be solid
f r his renomination in 18)3S.
WILLIE MUST W•IT
Buffalo Time..
Willie Walter Plielpe thinks he would
like to go into the United Stetes Senate.
No, "Sweet Willem," you will have to
wait the coming of the period when
swallow tailed coats, knee breeches and
there-wide streets croosieg each othei
On a rbree Week's Jaunt Over Ken-
tucky Hills and Dales.
white kid gloves are consIdere 1 India
pensable adjuncts of a United States
Senator before you need look for recog-
nition in that direction.
OEN. SLOCUM.
St. Louis Dispatch.
The G A R. would have acted wisely
in electing Gen. Slocum Commander-in-
Chief. Perhaps a majority of the most
dietinguished Generals of war are Dem-
ocrats, end the fact that not one Demo-
cratic member has been placed for a
single year at the head of the organiza-
tion, in all the years since the war, is
pointed out as a proof that the Republi-
can majority carry their politics and
their partiean purposes into all the affairs
ot the order.
HEALTH 01.' BL•INS, 8111[104 AN •ND
CLEVKLAND.
ialveston eases
Mr. Blaine has favored the people of
this country with another bulletin con-
cerning his health. lie writes to his
son Walker that he is in better health
than for ten years past, and Walker has-
tens to furnish the inforuiation to the
press. *tester elierman is also under-
stood to be in good health, and Mr.
Cleveland is erijoying the same bi Ong.
'flieliealth of the latter will be a matter
of greater intereet and concern to the
people of this country for the next five
or six years than that of either of the
oche r8.
THE PRESIDILNI'S TOUR
Newburg Register
Preeideut Cleveland is nteeting with a
reception in St. Louis which eclipses
anything ever before tendered to a chief
executive. Party lines are obliterated,
anal the whole people have stopped bus-
iness and devoted themeelves to enter-
taining in a princely manner their dis-
tinguished guests. The populate:its- of
the President with the maws is made
apparent by itnineuse crowds which ev-
erywhere greeted hint with cheers and
exclamations such as, "You are j ist the
man we want!" "The people are with
you!" "Cleveland is the man!" "Veto
the pension grabbers I." etc., etc.
FOREIGN AN•KCIIISTS.
Hudson Register.
Look over the list of Anarchiote who
are braying in behalf of the Chicago
murderers; look over the liat of the nien
who are threatening to subvert Ameri-
can law and destroy American institu-
tions-not a native born American will
you find; hardly will you rind the son of
a naturalized citizen. The gang 18 made
up of aeditionary fellows who left their
country because they had to; becauee
the European governments packed theist
off; bet•ause, intend of being good citi-
zens, w illing to earn an honest living,
they preferred to defy law, defy-the au-
thoritiee and act like public pests.
PRESIDENT CLEVKLAND'S 8PaliCHES.
Troy Prem.
When Mr. Blaine trayels around the
country he talks politics. So does Sen-
ator Sherman. That is all right, they
are candidate* for the Presidency. Mr.
Cleveland may be a candidate for aught
we know, but just at present lie is some-
thing else and eioinetiling mere. lie is
now President of all the people, and he
wisely and dignifiedly refrains' from tee
luding to politics. A itd when he is
talking ot the beauties and the prosper-
ity of Terre Haute or I telianapolie, he is
not talking politics, me plucky old Andy
Johneon did when he swung around the
circle. If the President did get his
facts from the American Cyclopedia lie
clothed them in his own words, and the
SUII'd labor in collating his remarks
with extracts from the Cy clopedie
amounts to little except an exhibitiou of
spite :eel narrowness.
SAM RANDALL.
Little Rock Gazette.
The declaration of the Matron Tele-
graph that "there IS no hope for the
Democratic party if it etl:d loose from
Ramble," causes one to wonder what
the party would do if Mr. Randall
should die, Bud how It happened that
meet lit the great triumphs and achieve-
ments of the Democracy eecurred before
Mr. Kendall was known in the pery's
council& A great political party 18
greater than any man or dozen of men.
The Democratic party survived Jeffer-
eon, Madisen, Metiroe. Jackson-ail the
great teachers wno gave laws to the1i party. It etervived • great war ; and it
will certainly survive Randall, who has
never risen above a mere politician, is
not and never was a Democratic law-
giver. and ta lea to-day holds a seat in
Congress bevauee his oppoeition to the
great Democratic majority on the most
important and distinctive question now
separating the two great parties causes
the Peuneylvanie Republicans to prefer
him to any individual Republican in him
district.
A JUST '111t1111"111.
clevelatid Plain.lealer.
Justice Miller, of the Supreme Court
of the United States, was present at the
banquet given blithest guests of the city
at St. Loilis at the recent meeting of the
Grand Army of the Republic. Judge
Miller is a Republican, but was request-
ed to respond to the toast of "the Pres-
ident." He said: "I did not approve
of his 'Cleveland'r) election as Presi-
dent of the United States. I should vote
to-morrow, If I hail the opportunity,
for a man of different politics, but I have
the courage, and I say in the preiterice
of this meeting of the Grand Army of
the Republic, that Grover Cleveland is
an houeet wail, a pure man, to whose
skirts' no corruption belortge, and who
intends to do right according to the best
lights God has given him. therefore
say it is one of the greatest elections of
the American people, of the patriotic
people, of the people who love their
country. Whatever may be our differ-
ences of opinion in regard to any acts lee
may have done, any opinions that he
may have entertained, any views that
he now propotes, you are to give
him credit for honesty of purview, for
good intention& anti to remember that
he occupies a place with honor which
Washington hell, which JeficreOli held,
which Grant has i• I, which Lincoln.
hal held." Here is a manly utterance
from a Supreurr Judge. Ile says Cleve-
land "Is an honest man, a pure man, to
whom no corruption belongse' a man
who "occupies the place with honor"
which WashIngtou, Grent ate! Lincoln
held. -\Yet here comes Joseph B. rura-
list., Republlean candidate for Govern-
or of Olihs, awl dills tide "lioneot man,
Oils pure man, a "whipped spahlel"
-"s dog," anti then epologleer to the
ug for the tentiparlson, People Of 011ie,
will you vele to neelect him ?
Nashville last Sunday, Rev. W. A.
t,endler, pastor of McKendree Metho-
dist church, preached a sermon on thea,
teugoing and used very otrong, denun-
ciatory language in connection with
theaters and theater-goers. He spoke of
actors and actreeres in the moot mecum-
plimeetary manner. He concluded by
&elites the stage could only be reformed
by burning down all the theaters. The
toughest part of the sermon Was the
readieg of eeme fifty retraces, embrac-
ing about all the uneomplimentary
hero to be found literature concern-
ing the theater.
Emma Abbott. who Was in the audi-
ence, roee tremblieg with e motion and
very pale. She anbounced her name,
and duel she hat' been on the stage since
she sau eight years old, and had always
tried conscientiously to the beet of her
ability to do her duty before God at all
times, and that she would defy any one
in the world to eay one word against her
fair tonne. She said she would speak of
such noble women as Jenny Lind, Alba-
ni, Modjesks, and countleee other lights
of the stage, who heti led t zemplary
lives. W110 had devoted themeelves to do-
ing good deeds, and tho were noble
wives and mother& The minister had
made objection to prayers being sung in
the operas, but when she knelt down to
eieg the prayer in ' Mignon" and the
"Bohemian thooe words came
right from her heart. In all the operas
given last week there was no impure or
Improper allusion, and because one oc-
casionally finds vice in the pulpit or up-
on the stage, there is no reason for such
wholesale denunciation, which, in her
opinion, was entirely false and uncalled
for.
lb fore the deafening epplause that fol-
lowed Mie.s Abbott's words had ceased,
Mr. Candler aaid : "I will not under-
take to reply to the lady, ltel she is a lady,
but such a performance is more suited to
the theater than the house of God."
While the spunky little actress has
(secured a erg-chest; advertisement at
small coot, she has also honeetly and
creditably defended herself and her pro-
fession against an attack 1.8 unwarranted
as It was surprioing coming from an in-
telligent minister to an intelligent city
audience. It is true the preacher had
the floor end also the right to express
himself en any subject lie chose to diet-
cuss; Out the fact that Miss Abbote was
in the audience and couldn't well have
gotten away without having had the ap-
eesrance of fleeing to escape just pun-
ishment, mitigated considerably her
offense ageing decorum by rising in
church and attacking the preacher about
his aermon.
The involuntary action of the congre-
gation in applauding, the little woman
showed too what effect the preacher's
remarks had produced ; an effect as eat-
ural as the action was holiest.
It is nearly time that preachers were
getting up out of the ruts which the
Juggernaut cars of early religicn have
left upon the country. Modern progress
is no respecter of persons-or preachers.
DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATION.
Previous to the Preeidential carupaign
of ISS-4, a great many people in this
country-especially among the businese
clutter& many of whom, though accredit-
ed Democrats, were half imbued with
the absurd "protection to labor" doc-
trine-actually believed that a change
of administration would be risky; and
the unscrupulous element in the Repub-
lican party did every thing possible to
foster and pramulgate this idea. There
was aloe a wide-spread belief that the
solid financial fabricof the Government
would quickly go to pieces under Demo-
cratic management.
What now is the situation, after over
three years of Democratic rule? The
answer is more than satisfactory to the
country and highly ctedltable to the
Democratic party. The administration
has given prosperity and purity to the
executive control of public affairs. 4 The
people find that they have in power a
party that is willing to be their servant&
and does not desire to be a tyrant over
them. The South, that Was prostrated,
and deopoiled and disheartened by car-
petbaggism, has grown mighty in indus-
trial strength and in loyalty to the Union.
All fears ot race troubles have disap-
peared, and the colored live along with
the white without dread or misunder-
standing, because colored citizens have
conie to see that their interests lie ith
the welfare of their lascaliter 8.
In the North commerce anti Induetry
ere thriving,and our only difficulty is that
the Government is a little too rich, in
eonsequence of the perfect and equal
adminietretion of the laws which Re-
publicans passed to enrich monopolies
at the expense of the people.
Every one now knows that the public
lands are a common heritage for home-
stead settles, in which the enterprising
can find prosperous occupation free of
rent or mortgage.
It is true that the out great question,
of revenue reduction, has, go far, made
but little advancemeut, but eomething
has been done and more will be done
before Mr. Cleveland's term expires.
The recent agitation of the question will
bear golden fruits in the next Con-
gress.
That the next election will result in a
great triumph for the Democratic party,
there is, In •Iew of the situa-
tion, but little doubt; end such a result
would insure injres.sed and continued
proeperity In the development of the
eountry by the unburdening of the mas-
ses and the proper rerttiction of the
blood-sucking monopolies which have
kept the country poor to Oil their coffero
to overflowing.
TEE COMMERCIAL CONFERENCE.
The Commercial Conference just clott-
ed at Louisville, and which was com-
posed of representative citizens from all
over the State, marks an Important
epoch in the history of Kentucky.
While it has plaiely directed atten-
tion to the fact that Kentucky poseesses
natural advantages secoed to les State
la the Union, it has also (shown the lees
agreeable fact that but little solid, pro-
grersive effort to develop these resources
ham been made. It is &leo true, that the
few steps that. direction which heve
been taken have been made by ouuoide
parties who drifted in to our shores by
aceideet and once here quickly recog-
nized the situation and as quickly took
advantage of it.
What earthly reason is there for the
continuance of this gate of case., Have
we t the energy, the genius, the cap-
ital ? All three are certaluly abundant
among our citizens and exactly teket
hag so long kept us back we are not pre-
pared to state.
Now, without further deploring the
situation, let Us set to work to
remedy it. Let this peat work, like
charity-which is a mighty tine thing to
have on heed. In any importaut under-
takitig-begiii at home, in every section
of the State. There are: none but what
have resources uneeveloped and profita-
ble induetries seeing out•for capital to
put life into them.
Hopkineville and Christian COUlity
are prolific in these advantages. The
one may become a city of fifty thousatid
.nbabitants, the other a vast lsed of milt-
eral wealth in addition to its present
importance as a tobecco and grain see-
Con. 'Acre is nothing to do but to rub
the moss off our backs, plant our money
w here it will do the moist good and
boom this town and county to the im-
portant positrons they ought now to oe-
cupy.
President Cleveland shook hands with
six thousand people at Chicago, st the
rata of forty.eeven to the minute. lie
has redline! the !mainmast to a selence
end dos do Wore eliakinge-either of
trends or ollieeeteekoria-in a given length d
of Elms than any living man.
HOPKINSVILLE, Kee Oct. 7, 1887.
Editor New Era:
ilow delightful to the regular reader
of your paper is the faee ol a new cor-
reepotident. IC Make') Ito ilifferenee
how he reads, the new name takes.
Well, froW this time on "Felix" will
come to the foot-lights semi-ems/ion-
ally. One promise he wakes-never to
write twiee about the same thing. This
tittle It Shall he to tell of a trip tip in the
foot hills, Where the little rivulets di-
vide their waters to Goosie Creek and
Big Barren to the muddy Cumberland
and the Mirk Green. We left Gallatin
Septenther, 5th, and tor three wet ko
camped with our hie:ids-our compan-
ion, "the Boy Drummer," of whotee
sniooth-rhaved face the "MOU Wain
niaide" have such sweet recelections.
On the line of that new railroad, the
Chesapeake and Nashville, we moved
from Gallatin. The beautified leaves on
the sugar an*inaple, the chirp- of the
squirrel as he captured the first of the
tallieg crop of the shell-bark hickory.
nuts anti the. swelling, bristling chest-
tite burr, made hearts leap for joy. To
We-tmoreland we soon came. Dear
reader, did you ever ree Westmoreland,
Sumner coutey, Tenn? No. Well it is
nets were sealed 'round a marble top
table engaged In the barmier, parlor
genie "Etiehre." They were en mite
o Ilentleroint having vompleteil the
monthly 11101)4.010ft of the entire ay*.
tem.
. A Bible Reading.
,Communieated.;
"He that believette on the Son hath
everlasting lite, for God tao loved the
world that lie ga•e hls only begotten
son, that whosoever believeth him
should me perish but lisve everl.sting
life."' For "verily, verily I ray tette
you, he that heareth my worth) and
belleveth on him that sent me, hale
everlasting life, anti shall not c  into
condemnation, lant is peeved from death
unto life." Again "my sheep heir my
voice and I give unto theca tarried life,
and they shall never perleb." Agile
"11011e thitige are written that ye might
believe thet Jeeus Is the Christ, the Son
of God, and that Lelieying ye might
have llfe thee his name." Again
"whosoever believeth that Jesus is the
Christ is born of God " "Ile that be-
lieveth not God hath inade hien a liar
because liebelievette not the record that
God gave of his son, and this is the
record that God hate given to lie eternal
lite." Again, "these thinge have I
wrieete unto you thet believe on the soli
of God that ye may keine that ye have
eternal life."
To these ilig* ot the Christ, anti the
beloved disciple agree the words of the
great apostle to the Geet les, as it is
written "you teeth be quickened w
were dead in trespasses slid 611111," for
"Gtel who Is rah inerey for hio
great love % herewith he loved us, when
we were deed in sins &OA quickened us
together with Christ," for as In Adani I
have natural life, actin Christ the second
Adam, I have etertial life, and se babes
are fed with milk, so "babes In Christ"
are fed with "milk, not with meat."
Let us feed on the "guests milk of the
Word," until ibleito digesiatnea06 then
we will have "lute more ablitidently.."
Let us not forget that "God II able to
keep us from billing anti to present us
faultless before the presen*of his glory"
"and lie *ho gave himself for us" "shall
also confirm us unto the end, that we
may be blamelres in the day of our lenel
Jesus Christ" for "God is faithful by
whom we were called unto the fellow-
ship of hia son," for ' of his own will
begat lee lie by the word of truth" and
"because we ere goes, God teeth Fent
forth the spirit of his son into our hearto
crying Abbe, Father." Let us thee
"walk worthy of our high calling" "as
dear children of God," "heirs of Gol
joint heirs with Christ," trusting "the
Lord, oeir Shepherd" to "lead US
in paths of righteonenees for his name's
sake" anti to "restore our souls" when
we go astray.
But says one, it is written "if thou
ilt enter into life keep the command-
ments," this is the law, and he who
keeps it may claim eternal life, not se
-the gilt of God" for "to Idol that
worketh is the reward reckoned not of
grace brit of debt." He who "loves
Goa with all hie heart, and his neigh-
bors as himself" needs not to ` be born
again," yet it is written "ye must be
learn sloth'," ais it is written again "ye
are sll the children of God by faith In
Christ Jesus" for "of his CiWil will begat
he us by the word of truth." Only one
Plan Once the creation has kept the law,
for it is written "there is noae that do-
eth good no, not one" for "the carnal
mind is enmity egaInst God" "It ie not
subject to the law of God neither indeed
can it be" hence we "west be born
again" if we would please God, and
this life la tbe gift of God, through faith
in hie son. It exists tirst as a germ, yet as
the•oak Is foend in the acorn, RO the
feeblest child of God is "complete in
him who le the head of all principality
and power;" but while "In the body"
we have "sin dwelling in us," hence
the conflict, and exhortation to "Ogle
the good tight of faith" that we may
"lay hold on eternal life," may loee
none of its glorious poseibilitiee promis-
ed the "heirs of God, joint heirs with
Christ." whose "citizenship is in heav-
en" who because they are children "shall
not come into judgment," who "seek,
for glory, honor, immortality," who
"overcome the world, the flesh anti the
•nd shalt attain a fruition of
life 114 far eeyobil that of "the babe in
Christ" as the oak is more glorious than
the acorn, for in the spiritual, as in the
natural world, there is growth, but be-
fore growth there must be life.
* • •
Ca•411 System at Framkerm.
M. Freitkel & Son's have received and
put Into their large double stores on
Main street a Lamson Ball Cash Car-
rier, the most ingenious and excellent
arrangement of the kind now in use.
'the system consists of two inclined el-
evated railways, runniug from five sta-
tions hi different parte of the house to
the cashier's desk. Each station Is sup-
plied with four semi, polieli«1 wooden
balls, hollow and callable of bolding
seventeen silver dollars. The ealeenian
opens the hall, puts in his motley and
ticket, Pere% s the ball together, pule it
in a email elevatur, hoists it by a cord
to the railway near the treilirg, *hen it
drops into the grooved track and speeds
away to the cashier, is emptied and
placed on the returit terck and rolls
back to the proper teatime The whole
time consumed 18 less than (me minute
from the fartheet station. This ey ti-
tre' is the latest thing out and is leated
by the proprietors to the Frainkels for
a term of three years at a coet of $315
They are ten Kali at all.
Many people have called to see his
Oleg work and as the throng of cus-
tomers ilepook elsh ith the salesmen
the balls are kept rolling arid Col.
Sant Frankel, at his desk above the
°Moe, keeps the jingle of the chink
constantly in the air. 'f Frankelo ate
a wide-awake firm amid ahvay s catch ou
quick to new improvement&
Mr. Gossett In Trouble.
blr W. A. Goeeett, the young furni-
ture dealer itlio canoe here several
motithe logo teed opened business on 9th
street, made, at first, a good impreeelon
on our people. A few weeks ago he
married a moot excellent young lady
near Bowling Green and the young
couple at once rented a cottage on South
Main street and tregan leimekeeping.
Lately, however, rumors have been
afloat awl the young man's name has
been hi the months of inany• people.
The trouble seems to be that everybody
in the town and county is trying to buy
goods from him at orce Med he fluids
himself herd put to it to attend to his
customers. A Neu ERA Ulan inter-
viewed him the other day I see liid big
advertieement herein( and he says he
has come to stay and proposes not to be
downed by any combination. He has
our mpathy and we call upon our
good people to give him a chance.
A County Teachers Association will
e
be held at the court comae in Hopk Metallic
Saturtlay Oct. 22nd commencing at
10 o'clock a. in., with &nemesia and
evening sessious. The Programme will
consist of general discussion on needs
of the C0111133011 Retools. The best speak-
ing talent % ill be procured for the occa-
sion and it is earnestly dewed and con-
fidently expected that every teacher
educator and friend of popular education,
together with our County representative
elect, will be present.
"Yours for Educatien,
F. 11. Russit•w, Comity Supt.
I never do to sit down and fold
our heed& mid wait fur improvements
to'come. Enterprise and energy are
at right angles-large hotels ;ito Kerrie
by the public park-commodious stores
(am goods) on every corner-lots fur
sale (no purchasers) at fabulous prices-
-thirsty travelers (nothing to drink) ar-
riving on every train. However, rut
these travelers are generally hunting
staves, lumber or hoop-poles, they can
wait until they have escaped from the
dust of the town and been buried deep
in the primeval forest hard by. To the
young man seeking a home, we say,
"go to Westmoreland." You caii there
end time to choose your future occupa-
tion. If inclined to the law, no one will
be ie your way. If mercantile pursuits
have charms for you, go in. There will
not be a yer.1 of oppoeition in forty miles
and you will have plenty of leisure mo-
ments for listening at even tide to sweet
strains of music from the ground Kink-
rel as he hoppeth out on the plaza with
another acorn to place in his %inter
stores.
But sweet Westmoreland, we
must leave thee and hie• away to Scotts-
ville, the capitol of Allen county, arid
end of salivated enterprise thissection.
Here we found the seine kind of traffic,
lumber and staves, and met some of our
old friends Sid Evans, former propri-
etor of the Bowling Green Democrat,
got rich running a newspaper, come
over here and opened a bank. He takes
in all the tootle cash, buys all the loose
lumber and is a hustler. Go it Sid, we
used to hang a few locals In the Demo-
crat office and now we will draw a
cheek on your bank. We loved the
tint, we need the last. The town has
nearly doubled since the iron horse
plowed his first furrow, not one year
ago.
From here we journeyed overland
to Tompkinsville. Stopping at this
place (excuse a little reminiscence-) with
a kind lady who keeps a hotel on a re-
tired street, Twenty-live years ago I
slept under the lusepitable roof of her
husband. Die sear of the shot and obeli
was on my body. The country around
Was full of rumors of night attacks from
a band of rebels. ety host was a Un
ion nian snd Utilon, men were
corning iuto his hotese with
gurus ready for the fray. was alone
and a granger. Who is lie? They
wanted to know -niust knots. "He is
my guest and must not be mistreated"
came the answer "What are his pol-
itics. We will know that." Then came
the Men] approaching me. My friend
staid, "theee are perilous times.
My friends here around me are utterly.
Their horned are threatened with de-
struction. They are all Unitin men anti
so am 1. What are your politics?" Plac-
ing one bend upon e table I replied. "A
Southern man." 'Os directness of the
&hewer saved me. 'Mese men respected
a wan who had the courage of his eon-
victims& and as the names on the pee-
sion rolls are called at each quarter, the
answer of over two hundred front Mon•
roe county, Ky., will glow that they
had theirs and lived up to them.
But the team is waiting and we are off
tear Edmonton. Over the hills by the
running brooks we travel. At Summer
Shade we halt for the night. Our old
friend Joe Shilly niet Us In the days of
'61. Pretty village, good homes and
hospitable people make Summer Shade
a good place to live. An hour passed
with the aged widow of Lindsay Watson,
author of that melodious song book,
"The Singers Choice," and on we speed
reaching E Inv:mom meer night. With
Whaly Pedigo we pitched "our teethe"
This is the home originally of Savoyard.
While at breakfast we looked at the land
lord. He fought all the battles, for the
Democratic party, got ail appointment
from the administration to (some office
which takes effect when there is a va-
dewy. This will not be in twenty years,
yet W Italy is just se happy as if he was
already in at five Omelette, per year;
(his appointment only pays two dollars
arid a half per dient while on duty. Saw
many familiar faces here end the old
I time band-shake told that "one little
spot toenetuog :tear" still remained.
Thi8 Was the Eastern limit of our trip.
Homeward how eat. the word anti none
urderotood it better than our good Day
& Allen span.
Travereing the head waters of Skaggs
Creek, Barren River and Bogs Fork,
croosiug Big Tramiel and Drake@ Creek,
peeving the villages of Center Antioch,
Rentiolph, Eighty Eight, Temple Hill,
Reseville, Flippin, Qiiintown, Gainee-
ville, Mitcheiville, etc., we reached the
starthig peint (Gallatin) on the 15th,
three weeks on the road.
Ilere we Call stop, but to one who re-
ally wail s to make money, this eectiote
presents vase opportunities in the lum-
ber trade. While there are some fine
fartilieg lands, the most of the country
is covered with good hard and soft tim-
ber reeting upon a thin yellow clay soil.
Of the many kind friends new and old,
met in our travels, we return our Z•est
wishes fur the intiumerable courteges
received. Here's to tote one slid all,
may you live long, be prosperous arid at
the last rest in the shade of your native
land, whose hills and valleys you love ao
well. Fete x
-4*
Distinguished Railroad Officials.
No. 52 paesenger train due here 10 a.
ne. bound north pulled tip at the depot
Wednesday morning an hour late. The
train wars unusually lehgthy, contain.
hug eeven passenger coaches. (bi the
rear coach, were ten diatinguished rail-
road officials, representing untold mil-
lions. The car was the thiert "parlor
Pullman" that ever came over Ude di-
elation of the L. & N. The party, of
monopolists; and magnates coneisted of
Ex Nortme, Preeklent of the road, II.
Smith, Vice President, lion. E. B.
Stabler"' third Vice Preeident, end the
Directors, J. H. Inman, J. I). Probet,
Fredrick Foote, Thom. Rueter, J. N
Brook, W. M. Drane, and Nat Baxter,
together with leaf a dezen neatly attired
dining-room waiters. The interior of
the car was magnificently decorated and
artistically designed, with sleeping
birth& tiiiiiiig room, kitchen, parlor,
slitting room and large french plate mir-
rors. lion. X. II. Staid:nail invited our
reporter into the special car slid cour-
teously introduced hini to each of the moiled te build iip inaniefacturiee and
gentleman. Thee monied nielte other progreeel ye strides whittle
w ill add to the greet,' anti welfare of
this city. Ail old tillage nays "a sleep-
lig neVer eatehee a fowl." The eity
should wake up to a full meth/Alton of
Iter urgent asull, Slid go termed), tO
work.
FURNITURE.
A few months ago I opened. in this city a small select
stock of furniture, hoping by strict attention to business,
honest goods and
Lowest Prices,
to establish a trade with the people of this city and county.
I am happy to aay that my expectations have been more
than realized, and success has determined me to make my
business here permanent. 1 have therefore increases! my
stock of furniture of all graks, from the cheapest to the best,
and added a complete line of trunks and baby carriages
I desire to invite special attention to a new lot of handsome
upholstered goods, just reeeived; also to the .fact that I sell
furniture of any kind, to responsible .parties,
0: the Intallmt %put Pli:,
making it easy for many to buy what they mild never oth-
wise pay for.
Most sincerely thanking the good people who have given
me such generous welcome, I ask a continuance of patron-
age. Store on 9th Street, just back of Phsenix Hotel.
W. A. Gossett.
TO COUNTRY MERCHANTS!
As the Holiday Season is fast approaching, we wish to call your attention to the fol-
lowing goods, which have been bought for cash and on which we have sEcuRED
THE BEST DISCOUNTS', the benefit of which we shall give to our customers.
s, Candies, Apples, Oranges, nuts, Etc.
We can save von 25 per cent on Fireworks, consisting of
FIRE-CRACKERS, ROMAN CANDLES. ROCKETS, ETC.
  1-; 
--HALL RECEIVE 
A
On or about November 15th. Call on us and get our prices
Car Load of Florida Oranges
J. B. GALBREATH & CO.1
109 South Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
I. 0. 0. F.
---
The sixty-third omelet seesion of the
Sovereign Grand Lodge, was held in
Deliver, Colorado, beginning on Mon-
day, Sept. 181.1e anti closing Saturday,
the 24th All the Grand officers were
present, anti forty-one Grand Lodgers
arid twenty-three Greed Encampnieeta
repreaented. Five Prot Grand Sires
were aloo in attendant*. A etumber of
appeal owes from the variou Jerietlic-
dons were decided, and UlUeli business
transacted for the general intereet. of
the fraternity. The limits of this article
will not admit of details. The Untied
Lodge aeiourned to meet at Los Ange-
les, California, hext year.
'elle following otetistite show the con-
dition of the Order at the close of the
year 18S6. Grand Jurloliction of
eAludetedna.lasia and Germany are not Ito
Grand Lodges, 54 -Grunt Encamp-
melees, 44.-Subordlnate Lodgere 8,109.-
Erreanipments, 1,994e-Rebekati D.
Ledges, 1,345.-Lodge Members, 530,-
300.-Rebekale D. L. Members, 67,291.
Total Revenue " 
Total Relief (for the year) $25,262579:372742.5307
The ILLe110011 and courtesies shown to
the Altars and representatives on the
way to Denver, and in that city, were
profuse and gratifying. In St. Louie,
Kansas City, Topeka, Hutchinson, aud
Garden City, public reception& ban-
queter, arid other special etat)etainments
were provided, anti both State and City
authorities extended cordial welcomes.
In Denver, the Governor, the Mayor,
and other officials, received the vieiters
publicly, at the 'l'abor Opera House; and
the Hall of the Chamber of Commerce
was offered and used for the daily ,
sessions of the Lodge. Religious service
at St. John's Cathedral Cli, on Sunday
the Itiel , with 'sermon by the Grand
Chaplain of the Order, Rev. J. W. Ven-
able of Ky.. was attended by the Soy.
G. Lodge, and all who could find room
:n the builditig. A fine parade of the
brotherhood was witneesed by 50,000
persons. lit the Intervale of buoinees,
excursions were nettle to the Reeky
Mountain& and other points re hiterest.
Thourande of visiting Oild Fellows,
with malty ladies, filled the hotels and
boarding-housee. Memory will delight
to dwell upon the reasioicol 1887.
-ed. -0-
President Cies elated and the Soldiers.
An event, national in its scope, and
tete that will be memorable in the histo-
ry of Tenneesee will be the visit of Pres-
I leht Cleveland and party to Nashville,
Monday, Oct. 17th. Excursions on all
roads centerites Mu) Nashville %ill take
thousands of people as mato? mike to
see the Chief F:xecutive.
The following letter ie explanatory in
keen':
Carr. E. GREY 1.Eu IS,
C0111d'g Co. I). 3rd Reg. K. S. G.
liese Six :-Having been eppoitited
Chairman of the"Committer oti Military
align" by the Executive Committee on
the reception and eutertainineht of
Preeident Cleveland, on Oct. lith. at
tide place, I therefore by the Exteeitive
Committee, do hereby respectfully re-
Terrible Mime Explosion.
Nesvs of a meet dieastreus explosion
In the Rieneeke coal mines, near Itch-
seniville, reached,' ere eater, dayonen I g
On the evetting before, at 6 o'clock, just
as the day force were preparieg to come
out for the "night gide," one news was
killed outright anti fifteen were injured,
three 'seriously. The cause of the explo-
sion wee ail accumulation of the dust of
bituminous coal, supplemented by sev-
eral simultaneous blasts, %Melt were
areal, se %hen eaeli lp hilt ieaves
the mine& III this instance, tee blast
beeu premature, anti a number of
millers were hi close proximity to the
explossion-not less than sixty Well being
l
in the mine at the time. Most of the in-
jured were colored meta, and they re-
ceived their severest injuries %Idle en-
gaged in the noble effort of trying to
rescue Charley Ettinger, John McCor-
mick and Jueepli Grate teree hitt ince
All of theni were badly burned about
the face and bands, but will reeover.
In the excitement occaohnied by Die ei-
In Menteriam.
Died, at his late restidence, near Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. on Sunday evening, Sep-
tember ette 1SS7, Francis Buckner
Campbell, aged fifty-three e ears.
"Ile is not dead but sire-peal," for
Jesus raid, "He that believeth in me,
though lie %ere dead, yet shall he live ;"
and, by the gift of reeemptiote, his @out
washed red made white in the blood of
the Limb, lives on through flee lapse 'of
endless& ages, tiothed in bliesful humor-
tality.
tri:iiite to the memory of one
sabo has ionised into ti tidying eternity,
is prowpted by esteem for u noble char-
acter, and affection fur a kind friend and
heather. Only those. who were associ-
ated with him in the vaned relation* of
life, in the withering ttials aud vexa-
tions of busineas, or witnessed tire
Christian regime* and fortitude, with
which he l»re his physical Bettering
durteg the last days of earthly exirenee,
coedit know or appreciate the feel meas-
ure of purity of distracter, honor mid
plosion, Van Stuitii, a colored miner, generous. impulee eith which tee had
fell into the water pit at the. bottom of been so richiy endowed.
the shaft, anal was drowned before as- A child taf Chrietian parente who had
sistauce could reach him. When his by precept and example in the dips of
body was recovereel from the plt it was his youth, developed the rare principle@
found to have beet* badly !mese,' about of leis nature, and /WWII Lhe seed of a
the head, wed it is probable that he was new life within him ',he acknowletiged his
stunned before felling into the water. obtguiono te the Great Giver hy a pub-
Otherwise he 'night have been saved. lie profession of faith and haptieni
Charley. Merritt, another colored miner, Hid name; arotse from a death of 'ree-
ked his leg broken by behig thrown proses and sin, aud became au eternal
against a wall by- the territle force of the heir of heaven.
explosion. Oae of the most painful in- 'etre grief arid sorrow of this oc-
juries was received by Broce E 'ger, casion is not earro wee &awn
who N aS near the shalt at tiee tittle of the within the conduce of one home, or to
I cheesier. lie jumped upon the cage to the hearts of a loving wife arid .chiltiren.
I conic out, but instead of rtanding 111,, Le A veil ol redness has been thrown over
set down on the side of same, with 1118 a large circle: relatives, triendo and
legs hanging over the Atte The cage neiglaboro shed tern of regret and
started up rapidly un its journey of 3...S5 mosirii the vacai.t. place, as they tweak of
feet and the poor fellow'e legs were teased :toe of love anti tenderest,
grouted and (teethed ill a most horrible prompted by the heart now odd and
manner. His knee caps were :torU off still: Stellate.) rune back over the lapse
atm both legs terribly mutilated, one of of thirty years, anti the writerwriteic,atillms
them bring brokee lu two places. The the time when hid hand, flushed
mine susteitted very little permanent warmth of youth, first clasped heed in
damage rid will be opened fur work brotherly greeting. Years rolled by ;
this afternoon. iu the tiaily walks of life they tnet, but
Every 'physician in the city was sum- no cloud ever threw a glooni over the
molted tu Use where immediately after sunlight isf that early friendship; it heed
the ateideet mid did all in thee p 'saes unsleadowed, till "God's finger touched
to relieve the sufferers. Edgar is very IOW,' and he rept."
seriously hurt and it is not thought that Through the lung distance that inter-
he will live. yellers, may the %halo of Autumn waft
to the desolate! home, the writer's beert-
felt isyniptatily and chaet a requiem of
peace over the grave, where rests the
A (icier Disesteem.
Mr. J. R. Perk, of LaVergue, lenu.,
has been in the city several hat & Mr.
Park is the originator ot a very clever
piece 61 ineelianisne. Ile ha. a patent
"Teen Sighter," intlioperioable arti-
cle for teemed telegraph operator*.
One of his instruniente *MA put up over
the front window ot the L. & N. railroad
office lest Saturday. The "train eighter"
is in the shape of a tringle, with two
oiled I looking-glee-8es Coming i he ang'ee,
an I is so arranged that the operetor
can Kee thee hiconting trains) from either
direction aP far ao the vveter tank, mud
Ellis' coal yard as ithout leaving ialee seat.
The histrutnerit Can be steitsted to suit
the grade of the road.
Ale l'ark is of a fatuity of operators.
quest antl invite your Company to be Llis Nesters, Mrs. W le Handle and Miss
Preeeet anti participate in the cere. Mary Park have charge of the Western
monies on the occasion. The "Commit- le MOH office at this places His brother
tee on Transportation" report that they L. y. park oluoil.olat,s Ise3,1
have secured a rate of one I, cent per an office at Decker t, a eon, J. T
mile for distance traveled. This is an I Park manages an other at Nashville.
exceedingly low rate anti we will all de-
sire that you come with your Company
so that proper arrangements can be
°tette. E. G. Ci mete,
Chairman Coin. on M. A.
It le likely that the boYs I make sod so pipit ler as to need DO PI uoial men-! story.. To gain eis liberty be had gonethe trip.
to work to eat iris way into the gloried
tion. All %Ito have lifted ElvetriC [Cr-
. 
ters sing the same song of pralee.-A
purer medicine dote hot e xiot avid it is
Death of an Estimable LadY. guaranteed to do all that is claimed.
The remains of Mrs. George Black
paesteti through this city Sunday morn-
hag, from Trentmeen route E erl egton
for interment. Mrs. Black died Friday
night at the reeldence of Mr. E. G. Se-
bree, neer Trento'', of consumption.
She Was well known in this city MS Miss
Lucy Gatewootl. She was married
about 2 years ago to Mr. tleorge Bleck,
who was cut down in the bloom and
flirter of metillossi after one year el
body front whenee has pas-ed,
••.t soul of nonle tone,
My Spirit lei ed. and 10 es him still."
AL B. C.
NI rem-burg, West Virginia.
---se*
Oh. Rats!
• one of the nicet remereable in.tancee
phick and determination to save life
of a hich we have ever heart' was shown
; recently by a rat in this city. Thia ro-
dent, % isich Was of moderate size, %ma
down into a jug through the lllll title to
eectire a piece ot tallow- candle ea hich it
contained. I.ike the mouse bas
made famous, but teem a different rea-
son, flits rat found itInieelf enable to
inaLe ail exit through the @Hine aperture
e hich he entered. 'the jug set in Mr.
Jes. Lembert's store on a &Melte This
goldsmith hearing a occulter chewing
esettiel after much tremble located it:
!foiled the rat in the jug and found like-
wise a hole giteetel in the chile almost as
large as the iimeth of the jug. 'to getMr. Park height them the system.
I the eat out lie broke off the 'leek ut the
veseel, anti the tat cents out scaroely
Electric Hitters. able to craw I, retliess.1 al t a ekele-
ton, mei his teeth worn off down to the
gums, The rior of the jug told hisThls 
rentely is Le °ming so e ell ktiown
Electric Bitters will cure all diseasee of
the 1.iver and Kidneya, e ill remove
Pimple& Bolls, SAO Klietilii anti other
affections wearied by impure blooil.-%1 ill
drive Malaria from the stem Kiel pre- H. Bernhardt Semi*, St. Siair,vent as well as cure all Metered revers. wouldo.t. b., without La...u.pi_a on any
For cure et Headache, Censtipation anti cont.ideratini.
littligestinei try }electric hitters- Keith e
eatiefactiou guarenteed, or mono y re-
fueled -Pries. 50 etre mill $1 00 per hot.
le Harry (tempt's city Pluton*.
wedded life, leasing distil in t
Mrs illack Was II remarkehly beautiful
wiliest) cid a reverie* owlets. She
was en years or age at the time or iter
death. The funeral eaeremonies Were
held Sunday at p. nee
'Y.
crockery m w 1.4) hard that a tile
could make but little iteereseion upon
it, and had fought [pettedly to this end.
How lie ever at•eomplislied % hat he did
seems elinoet hicredulous when one
tools at the jug.-Hentlerson
Lei-ete-pea hes tote,. mid till other
effects' which nature dementia when she
lain ahstreas.
- --ess • sisse-
"Ilinel De I. 'lig" leeks like some
"'Lovett hall ileteerissl;" telly a few
velment.). 'emoted* are ith-Mr Orr is framItig esthetes. his emilly
in the eel Motaft 11011 lot, preparatory
farm.
inuvIng saute out int M r. I areteel'a TheCounty Clef k'e .1. Is tilitierg ming
• .11140.-
KIRK'S
WHITE
SIAN
The only brand of Laundry Soap
ammi i e4 a Brat class medal at the
New Orleans Ex-poi/Boa. Guaran-
teed ate:Mutely pawn mad fw general Ss
household purposce is the vary best
SOAR
Tott's Pills
stimulates Ow ildepad Hear. eteallgtas,
*as tare digestive 011V1/14. regulatee
tee bowels. amid are wusegiaaled am as
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
asstartal districts tbeir vireaaa
are widely recognised, aa per
sees peculiar prepertles resides
Ise system if rose that peasee. Were
•utgar coated. Pelee,
SS reels per boa.
SOLD ETKELYWHX112.
Office, 44 Murray St. New York.
(Dr. Tuttl Manual bent tree to any &Wrenn.)
THE MARKETS:.
Retaigprioee i• Hopk i &grille ; eorreete kw
every iseue by the local dealers.
Port. Retail Stoll,
Bacon Pules, - . 11*Hams. sugar cured,
Hams .00untryl, -
Lard, - -
Flour, Fancy, patent - . ettl
Flour, Standard : - • 4,itBran and shipetud, less thee 5ti hu. .
Corn Meal. • 70.Perri Meal, - - .. 7iNew °eerie Molasses. Fan( .. alCaelles. star. se -
Butter - MOOSim. -
Ham in ) ,per gallon. 11Grits, p:zeTllon.
Clover 
- sl
5.54Cut nails. retail, • kitBeans, navy, per bushel. 2.11Peas, per bushel. 1.11Coffee. goblen. -
Coffee, good green rio, 21Coff.e, Ja•a, aChee.e.gresi fie:tory, • leers
Cheeee, Young American. 10, D.
Rice, fitos54Crooked Rice, 
-
Sugar, N. O. -
Clarified. New Orleans.birasulated.
Sall, Kanawa, &bushels,
Sat Essawa, T bushels,
Saganaw, S bushels. 
-
tiaganaw, 7 beadle* -
Potatoes. Irish, per bushel. (seed)
Sweet, per bushel.
Mackerel. No. 1, per kit,
Mackerel Barrels, No.*.
Lemons, per dosen, -
Oranges. per dozen, -
Corn in ear, i.er barrel.
Oats. per onabel,
Bar, per cwt. (clover)
eerie:mg. per towt.
Hides, dry, dint,
Hides Green, -
Tallow.
Beef Cattle, gross
Hogs. VOSS
1,00
1.64
1.00
1 110
sup1,11
b 06
1.71
Hasid
a Om
so
fee
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
ilortiesvbi LI LODOZ. NO. 17, •. T. A. M.
R. M lairlelgh, W. M.
Lodge meet* at Masonic Hall. trri sue.
Thompson Block, Arai Rowley night In ear.ti
month.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14., a. A. M.
Thomas Rodman. H P
Stated convocatiOoa Ed Monday of ea. it
month at Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMMANDERY NO.41. K. T.
Sr. Kt. F. L. Waller. E.
Meets ttli Monday in each month st Masonic
Hail
ROYAL ARCANUM, HOPKISaYILI.JECOCM
CIL, NO. 5.14
luin. I. Landes, It sett.
Meets and 4th Thursdays each month at
J. Lataes' office.
MOATON COUNCIL NO.SICHOS 'MIEN
M. Lipeltuee.Chief Counselor.
Meets at 1. 5). O. r. Hall, Ild and tth Mosley i•
each month.
CHR.ISTIAN LODGE, NU. 830, K. OS H.
R. M. Anderson, Dictator.
Meets let an 1 Era Tueddoy in each moale at
R, M. AEllierlotifl,A Hall.
EVERGREEN LODGE. NO. K. or P.
Jamas Breathitt, C. t
Loage meets tbe 1.1 and 4th Thursdars la ev-
ery month at I 0 0 se Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. or P.
L. R. Dar IS, Frail..
Meets Ed Monday ia every month at R M.
Anaereon's Hall
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN ClitOdb.
V. W. Crabb, N. C.
Meets the lit and ad Fridavs is each monin bodement of' tumberland Presbyterian
rhumb
ANCIENT ORDER Or UNITED WORKMIEN
W. H. Lee, 11. W.
Time of meeting, void 4lb Tuesdays at Nie-1 Amy. 11,43 te Ltr.•s e.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, NO. I. 0 0. J.
W. F. Randle, N. G.
Meets every Pr .1ay night •t O. 0. F. Hall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT, NO. tl, 1. O. O. I.
r liendereon, .
Lodge meets 1st and 11.1 Tbursday nights al I.
F. Hall.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL
John Moayon, P. C. J.
Meet* 4th tellies's) in each month at John
alloayon's
FLORENCE 1.ork E. No 17, DAUGHTERS
KEBEKA.
Meets Sri Monday night% at 1.0 0. F Hall
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
meet. lot and Sd Monday evening In each
month, I L.,' o'clock, at their lodge room, Main
street, second story over Hooter and Orershin-
er's building. R. McNeal, President; Ned Tur-
ner, See'y.
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. 75, U. B. F.
Meets Ist and Erd Tuesday nights in Peat,411"•
Hall, i'ourt street. E. W.Glass, W. II; L. S.
Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADOKA TEMPLE, NO. 35, 8. OF F.
Meets Id and 4th Tueelsys in each month in
U. B. Ir. Hall Poetell's block Court street
Anaemia biomes. W. P; Carrie Banks, D. I'
Katie Casky, secretary.
HOPKINSYILLE LODGE ao. Isee,
or o. it.
Meets and and 4th Monday nights 14 Hooser
and overshiner's II• 1; Rain street. charier
Jesup N. G; weber.) Gray, Y. 0; E. W. Wale.
P. S; William Clark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. ISOT, G. N. O.
OF F.
Meets 1st •nd trd Wednesday nights of each
month. Silos Johason, 1.1; C Rafts P. .is
G anes BILL Liner so. 15 V. ‘B 5.-ineett. Barl7th night in eseii moat\ at tbeir Lodge ro TN a
:Se o'cloek Ilenry Guynn, President; C
nursaviecreta••••
Safirl &Am &Co
Respectfully invite the shaving ',oldie to their
Tonsorial Parlor
HAIRCUTTING,
SHAVING
c HAMPOOING.
HAIR-DTE1NO,
BOOTBLACEINtA aad,
Hair Dressing
Done us the very heatifsyla. AaidlesS by B
Jones and I. Jones. AIM
Pulite and Skillful Bargee'''.
Don't forget the place.
7th street adloiniag Semmes Ogees
Inttuky 5144
HOPKINSITILLE, KY.
35th Year Seeress Begins
Tuesdays September 6, 1887.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTNIENTS•
Th.. oilLrr*. Stligiy Embraces
SCIENCE, Llf."CTERS, INGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
M ER( • I A 1. and MUSIC
nom active @Orsini .1 to the Study Hall andh Room.. 1 `am in s school equal it all
reepeellsi !Wino best. 1 none Ditties Board writethe Presnlent in t eerie Building limes gels •Hemp% lei pelage famine* Prier of be erd.asesierate For Nether part wider% eatelesues
Eli'. settees J %ROM
aireelde•I.
Sr Pref. IR. I.
VleeePreoldeag.
•
•
•
e'er,
4.1
or"
eeese
es.„, Nos-. v4,1
•
.
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THENEW ERA.
—PUBLISHID BY—
New Era Printing and Publishing Co.
Si A YEAR.
R1DAY, OCTOBER 14, 1881.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when trOrli0t0.
if your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
mg that date.
,ine dab geoctetg.
Mr.II P. t ampbeil has rctiinmil to the city.
Mr. Tom Rrliatnv Is home from Kartiogton.
Mrs. M. W. tirimain 1110. returned from Si
/Ion fee B t:arnett• •
week
was in the city this
Mr R. C. Nall, of Itvansville spent sunday
the city.
Mr Alex Campbell. of Kansas City, Mo., is i
see city.
Mrs. Powilletoa, of Pembroke spent Monde
in the city.
Mrs. Drs. Alexander left Wednesday
Priaseetoo.
Mr. Jao. W Utlikey, of Crofton, was in
city Thursday.
Mr Matt Mitchell her
Tenn to locate.
Mr. K. W. Dodd, of New York. Mendips Mr.
F Jarrett.
Mr. Tom Williams has
from st. Louis
Mr. Henry Frankel is attending the Prince-
ton fear this week.
Mrs. Geo. Clary, from Bow lin. Green, is tie-
itiog Mrs. M. C. Forbes.
Mr. Palmer tiraves has been to Russellville
on important buuses.
key. Stine, ant-in-law of Dr. Gish, reached
Use city Monday morning
Mrs. lien h. Wood and Mrs. harsh Bowling
are end's; near Belleetew.
Mrs P. II. tuaainghasa, of Henderson, is the
guest of Mrs. Judge W
D. J. M. Raton, '4811%111e, spent Eunilay is
hisedy Yieltimg our pmtolce
Mrs. To Buckner, of flenderme, is •wittleg
relatives in the city this week
Mr. A. V. Toupee is at Ifarlforon surveying
for the St. Bereard coal company
rlit•iirl ti. McPherson as Jno. P. camp
bell, spent Sunday in the country.
Mimes Lucy Henry and Madge lairleigh have
returned from a visit to Newstead.
Dick Wilkinson, Hiram Phe.ps anti others
have goae to Princeton to the races
Mrs Jiro. Boyd returned house Suede) from
an extended visit to North Christian.
W. G. Cox km returaed to I:Incest', 'ler a
visit to rotative. in tlits city sad county.
Mass Folliole Howe, of Huntsville, Ala., is
the curet of Mr. and Mrs. Jae M. Howe.
Dr. A E. Bentley has returned home to
Dimon, after a emu to relatives in this city.
Mrs. Dr. N. K. Nisbet, of Louurvine, is in the
tidy, rooting her parrots on South Maus street.
U. P Richards, wife son and daughter, Id
Pittsburg, Pis.. are vieiting his cousin H C.
Richard*.
Mr. and Mrs. J00 T. Ricketts, of Trigg, pass-
ed through the r ty Wednesday, en route to the
Princeton (sir.
Maned F.file and ?lathe McCulloch left Tees-
day morning for Louisville. a here they will re-
veals several days.
Mr. Lee Johnson went to Ileillaouvillb
We-needay on legal t,usinemin reference to the
appeal of the Stealey e i.e
Mr. aad Mrs. Nelson Green nave returned
from St. Loam. They are the temporary guest..'
of Er. and Mrs. N. B. Edmuuds.
W. G. Cox. representing a Chicago manufac-
tat, ing establishmeat, is spending a few days
with km uncle Mr. S T. Cox, ow ?south Main.
Mr.Camillus Trier. of Fort Worth, Texas,
who has been on a cisic to hie feiher's family
left Monday for St. I MIDI, I her re to his home in
Texas.
Mr. C M. Meacham, Editor of the Mouth
Kentuckian 'eft Saturday night on a ix week's
...11111t through Kansas and Califonita for the
benefit of his heal h.
Mr (krone Wilford and eater. formerie of
Cadiz, but now Id Bowling Green passed
through the city Tuesday for home after a pro-
tracted visit to friends in Trigg
ii
for
the
gone to Memphis,
returned to the city
Rlekman-Rast.
• -
Mr. S. G. Rickman, of the firm of
N. Tobin & Co., this city, an! Miss
Mamie, daughter of Prof. J. W. Rust
of Bethel College, were married In
Clarksville, last Sunday. l'he ceremony
was perfortnee; In the parlors of the
a Franklin House, Rev. D. A. Bingham,
of the Cumberland Presbyterian church
officiating. The young couple went
over from here In a buggy and after
spending the day there returned to this
city and have taken board at the Plornix
Hotel. They are among our most pop-
ular young people. With many of their
other frierela here, the New Ekt• offers
megratuletions.
Sheekisg Tragedy.
A shocking tragedy occurred at the
quiet home of B. J. Smith, near Elmo,
In Christian county. Sunday morning,
by which Mime Willie, the daughter of
Mr. Smith, Icst her life. While the
dinner was being moisten Miss Willie,
who was in the kitcken and wearing a
mother hubbard dress, had occasion to
go near the stove. The loose folds of
her robe came in contact with the fire
and la an inztatit she was wrapped in
names. Her first impulse was to run to
a pond near the house and by throwing
herself in it quench the fire. Of course
the lames were fanned by the run
're through the cpen air, and before friends
could get to her, her garments were
burned off and her body so horribly
burned that she lived only &short while.
Miss smith was about 10 years old,
and I most picuhlent young lady. Her
Waggle death lass Oast a deep gloom over
the vommunIty,-.Clarkeelliv Tobroeo
Not
wwwwweemalrot
Walking tolvortiasoutotts fur Dr. Ilege's
catarrh Remedy Ira the thousands it
lots cured.
The IKE i.. and N.
Last week about 300 men em-
ployed in quarries and gravel pits ad-
jacent to this city were paid off and
discharged, nut almost before the last
man got his money, Superintendent
• Metcalfe wired orders that the work be
resumed and continued for ten working
days longer, after whi,,h the work will
be stopped till next Spring. The men
resumed work Friday. The L. & N. is
a big thing and the Henderson divieien
Of it not the smallest thing he the world,
as the following figures show: In the
hoot six months $200,000 has been spent
for labor in the quarries and gravel pits
4 and $76,1)00 for croaa-tles. It coots about
$100,000 to ballast this division, with
1,400 men at work along the line. Hop-
kinaville, furnishing 400 men, has been
getting $10,000 a month of this money,
most of which has been spent here. So
the L. ft lf., while it gouges us pretty
liberally in the es,' of freights, has late-
ly been paying us back • little of our
money in an indirect way.
•
o
A *mid Legal Opiates.
E. Bainbridge Monday Ecq, County
Atty., Clay Co., Tex., says: "Have
used Electric Bitters with most happy
results. My brother also was very low
with Malarial Fever and Jaundice, but
was cured by timely um of this medi-
cine. Am satisfied Electric Bitters sav-
ed his life.”
Mr. D. I. Wileoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a like testimony, saying: He
positively believe* he would have died,
had it not been for Electric Bitters.
'nos great remedy will ward off, as
well as cure all Malaria Diseases, and
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach Dis-
orders stands unequaled. Price 50 cts.
sod 91.00 at Harry R. Oarner's City
Pharmacy.
Mr. Jae. G. Briontetin has moved
Into the residence vacated by Mr. B.
M. Whitlow.
The sound of the eerubbing brush is
heard In the land. Fall eleanneg is the
order of the day.
Mr. W. W. Rossington now occupies
the residence recently vacated by Mr.
W. E. Wartleld.
"Nora G." and "Fanny Williams will
accompany Mr. Mack Meader.' stable to
the Princeton fair.
Aim irou bridge over Little River at
Cadiz is in course 1.1 ert (Atoll said will
shortly tie completed.
teethe a number of drills have heed
sold this @emote and tarmera are now
busy putting lie wheat.
The matrimonial boom in this county
seems to have abated somewhat of late.
What's the matter girls?
W. D. Sherrill died at his home, four
maims from tow!) on the Greenville road,
Monday morning, of pneumonia.
The "Lturgoo Club" had a stew at
Morrow's grove Friday and all got full
as usual-of good seup and "barbecue."
Mr. Walter Lawson has gone to Los
Angeles, Cal., where he has secured a
position at $3.00 a day. We wish him
uninterrupted success.
Unque-tionably, the best and cheapest
lot of het ies'osuiesete' and children's elutes
My.$11 30 tubes' shoe cannot be equaled
for quality and prim. C. M. ItaTli•lt.
We have It that a ten-year-old boy
from the country ate nineteen pies in a
Main street conifectionery recently.
This can be put down as a sad case of
early pie-eaty.
A number of gentlemen', of this city,
went on a piscatorial expeditiou to Ste-
gar's will one day this week. They had
a large amortnteet of tun, lett didn't
catch neatly fish.
A Bowling Green correspondent of
the Courier-Journal says: The mar-
riage of Miss Sallie Tuck, of Uteri/elate
county, to Mr. Lucien Potter, is an-
nounced for October.
HopkinevIlle is gradually but surely
assuming metropolitan airs. The latest
stride in that direction is the recent or-
ganization of juvenile base ball clubs
which play match mimeo every Sunday
aftereome near the old fair grounds.
Ladies, my line of handkerchiefs was
never equaled in this city, from 5 ets.
up. I have the best and preeiest Ones
it has ever been toy pleasure to offer to
the trade. See thern.
C. M. L•rii•ais
The miaehlevous boys claim that a
ghost inhabits the gallows on which
Jordan Taylor ipiated his el line. The
Clatiking of chains, however, heard us
companying the ghost's movements
indicates that it is inure substance than
shadow.
This came from a newly married u an
of our town: "Old bachelors are the
lonliest set of beings in society. They
eat alone, go to bed alone, rise alone, die
alone and go to the devil alone-and yet
neither men, women, nor children will
let them alone."
Mr. Joe Dick Iliggles, who left here
last Tdesdsy for Louisville o i a pros-
pecting tour, bes secured a position with
the Union Deirot Hotel and Restaurant,
ou Seventh street, opposite Union De-
Pot. Joe is a clever young getitietuan
and we wish him success.
The Hupkinsville postoffice-olow a
third-class effice--svill probably be
changed next year to an office of the
second-clam. The necessity of such a
change is a crying one. The office is
entirely inalequate to the demands
upon it and complaints are loud, long
and coettinuous from our people.
About 300 men were kept buelly en-
gaged Sunday niorning laying steel rails
ou the L. & N. tailroad track north of
the city. The work began at the bridge
and Was carried one mile, to tie small
bridge beyond. South of Guthrie 130
men worked all day and completed the
laying of 21.2 miles of new track.
Mr. Andrew Hall, of Hall's Marble
works, of this city left Saturday eight
for California to be absent six weeks.
He goes to that State prospecting with a
view of locatiog. We understand a
prominent grocer on 9th street is think-
ing very seriously of selling out and
moving his family elsewhere.
Mr. James M. Gime has reeigned Ida
position in the internal revenue service
to go into more lucrative business, In
Louisville, and will leave with his fami-
ly fur that city in a few days. Mr. Glass
hits been one of the minuet t Mcient officers
in the district, and is an estimable gen-
tlemen of the old school --Oteenaboro
Messenger.
Before buying 3 ou should rot fail to
see C. N. Latleaufe cheapest line of
cloaks in the city. He is also offering his
stock of carpets, rugs and oil clothe at
astonishingly low prices. See his num
bottom shirt at 25cts , and canton flannel
drawer. at 25 and 30 teen He certainly
combines the two watch words, "best"
and "cheapest" good' In ill lines.
A eolurtel gentleman going not from
the city a few night. ago thought It
gruel idea to lake a nap utt the railroad
trootle south of ate oily, "where it was
Ole. sod cool." lie fell ;Weep titer the
south end mad was knocked nif by *
night freight train. When the em-
ployes rams beck to see him he was still
half asleep and angry at being ":"turte
There le a lady in the Caaky neigh-
borhood who has t muice flock of turkeys
which are cared for entirely by a shep-
herd dog. He takes them from the
poultry yard every morning, drives
them to their feeding ground where he
remains with them all day, driving
them to their yard at sunset. The dog
asaunnesi Ode duty of Ilia own accord and
was never instructed at all. His watch-
fulness and care of the flock is some-
thing wonderful.
Last Saturday night at Earlington
John Miller, a white man about 30
years of age, met with a most deplora-
ble accident. Ile was employed as
switchman In the yards. At the time of
the accident Miller's swinging lantern,
lighted, wee noticed to go out. The
train was stopped and the engineer
wept back tip the track to find Miller
lying on his back terribly lacerated,
having been caught on a break beam
and dragged several feet. Dr. It. M
Fairleigh attended the sufferer. The
chances of Ids ultimate recovery are
hopeful.
The departure of Mr. John W. MInek,
for Newark, New Jersey, last Sunday
was a matter of sincere regret to hie
many friends in this city. For twenty-
four years he leu resided In our midst
and during that time has won and loot
a fortune In the meat business. Hie
reason for leavitsg is given that too
much competition exists here for any
one to make a satisfactory living. He
was extensively acquainted and is a val-
uable citizen to any community. We
trust that Mr. Mimic will find health,
wealth and success in his new home.
He sold his house and lot to Mr. M.
Litwin.. His wife preceded Mtn to
Newark several months ago.
I)euctL efocuetztge.
--
County court next Nlontlay.
The boss jeweler, optician and watch-
maker is M. D. Kelly.
That delicious fruit-the water-neelon,
:Is now a thing of the past.
We want to see the streets deemed
after the first big shower of rain.
Mr. Van Tribble will take two saddle
horses to the Princeton fair next week.
Rev. J. W. Venable has moved Into
Mr. C. N. Meachismie house on Maple
Street.
Mr. Willi/MI Romington hes moved
back to his berm in the Nee stead neigh-
Court of Claims meets next Monday.
The Sheriff's office is greatly in need
of repairs.
Mr. Jas. W. raneey is coutilied to his
!seem seriously III.
Born to the wife of W. H. Charlton,
a boy, Monday last.
NNW CROP Nen" ORLEANS Molasses It
V. W, Crabb's, 9th street, near depot.
Call and try it.
Will the Christian County Hunting
Club go on their annual tour to Arkan-
sas this Winter.
Work Is progressing rapidly on the
new additions of Mr. Tibiae' house( on
North Main Street.
'flee weather has turned nosey degrees
cold. r dill% e Monday night, much to the
delight of coal dealers.
0. S. Brown failed to get a sleeping
car for the prisoners merit to Frankfort
at the September court.
We oeed waterworks to lower the
rate of insurance awl to enable the tire
company to handle large firee.
Foe Re:cr.-A house and 1 4 on the
N. E. corner of and and Main streets.
Apply to Wintree it Kelly, or S. II.
Myers.
limit wonan'a Dishful Association will
meet next Monday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock, sit the 901. St. Presbyterian
church.
Winter FKRTILIZKR.-For the best
wheat fertilizer, go to D. A. Tandy,
office with A. C. Shyer, 'Glees corner,
Hopkiueville By.
Esq. Tinsley showed us a sample of
pampas grass that covers six acres of
land on David Walton'e farm near Kelly
Station. The grass is 9 feet high.
Mr. R. P. Stevens is renovating the
Interior of his confectionery on 9th St.
The partitlyn separating the restaurant
has been taken out and other improve-
ments made.
:flee superiority of the Hopkinsville
Ptilsile/Schoola has Kura' testi neatly lice.
settlers here, slid will draw mushy more.
The wisdom of the expenditure ter the
aellooles has twen fully tiemoisstrated.
Several years ago a market-house was
voted for. There are several sites in
Ike center of the city whese one could be
erected; but the hoe of a "tabled bill"
has befallen the eeterpriee. Let's try
again.Mr. Richard Williams, a.i old citizen
of North Christian, is in the dry on a
visit. Ile has not been in Hopkineville
before tor 30 years. lie will be re-
membered as a eon of Win.
deceased.
Mr. D. F. B3 Its, formerly of this
place, but now of Elms, Washington
county was in the city Wednesday. Mr.
Byles was born in this county and rear-
ed at Madisonville. He left that town
3.5 sears ago.
Mr. Charley Bonte, eon of Mr. W. T.
Bunte, will be married Tuesday, Oct.
190), to Miss Tommie, only daughter of
Mr. Dave Tutt. We understand they
will leave fur Fort Worth, T-eInsestlooll
after the nuptial'.
The "Missionary Ship," will be re-
peated at the Baptist churele Monday
night. Adiniesion for 10 cello. This
worthy, charitable mitertaitiment de-
'ernes the hearty approbation of every
citizen and should meet eith liberal pa-
tronage.
Mr. Charley 'I'. Esinnutitleote met a
'militia [Dialogs Ise: Tuesday morning.
While out with hie father's delivery
wagon the horse attached to same be-
came contrary. Charley, in attempting
to subdue the annual with a whip, dis-
located his right shoulder, The member
was replaced by Dr. Christian.
The election of city efficiale will take
place in a few weeks. It should matter
but little w bat the political coevictions
of the officials may be. We would like
to see a city council elected that would
do all in their power to promote the
welfare, growth and gereral prosperity
of the city.
Do not think, &Ale reader, when you
gaze ill, a niagnifleelit dwelling, that
inside its panel" are to be found costly
and elegant trappings. The Assessors'
books will tell you that it Is but a Mere
hove), bare floors and rickety furniture
and belongings, which have no partleu-
ler value. It is tbe abiding place of a
tax-dodger.
The Louisville & Nashville teepee-
Lien party, now making a tour of the
road, we understated will not complete
a survey of the plane system for five
weeks. At the conclusion of their la-
bors the division which leas been kept
In the best shape:will be honorably des-
ignated, Ind we predict that the Hen-
derson and Nashville line will not be
much in the rear.
The Robert Burns Wilson club is en-
ergetically pursuing tine regular C. L.
S. C. course. Several new members
have been added this year. The prea-
eta officers are Mrs. J. K. Gant, Presi-
dent, Mrs. A. Sergeant, Vice President,
Nora C. Stark, Secretary and Treasurer.
The society meets every Saturday af-
ternoon at Mrs. Dr. Gielee.
Manager Hawley, of the Hopkinte-
ville Gas Company, tells us that there
has bren a large Increase of gas con-
sumption within the last few nionthe.
This fact, probably, may be attributed
to the superiority of gas now furnished
over that supplied by the company
heretofore. Mr. Hawley gives 1116 whole
time and attention to the busineas arid
understands the wants or patrons.
C. M. Latleam's elegem dry goods
house now presentee daily a 'scene of
metropolitan bustle and activity. The
shelves are packed and the counters
strewn with the rIcheat and daintiest
fabrics of all the eseterti market's and the
best goods are selling this !MOM at
precetlenteilly low price., kir Latham 's
esdahliellinent Is noted as always con-
Wining the best gtsode the snorkel affords.
'Mire will he a district aseuoletion
meeting of the lid Educetinnel District
held in llopieltmellle on Nov. 5th. The
district includes the counties of Union,
Hopkins, Henderson, Lyon, Trigg,
Webster, Todd and Christian.
All school officers, teachers, and friends
of popular education are cordially invit-
ed to take part In the proceedings.
'The programme will be_ published in a
few days.
A grocery clerk of this city, of an ar-
ithmetical turn cf mind, recently count-
ed a basket of eggs. He took out two at
a time and one remained : lie took out
three at a time and one renuelned; four
at a time and one remained; five at a
time and one remained; six at a time
and one remained; but when he took out
seven ,one remained. How many eggs
were in the basket? The person who
solves this may call at the grocery and
get the eggs for Ids trouble.
A reporter on the New Eaa asked a
prominent councilman yesterday two
direct questions, as follows: "What do
you believe to be the cause of prominent
families taking up their residence else-
where here of late!' Ans. "High tax-
es." 'To what do you attribute the
high teem?" Ans. "Bad city govern-
ment, most assuredly." The gentleman,
who in well-informed on the questions
of the (lay, supplemented his answers
by stating as a fact, that "fanaticism"
Iles at the bottnui of the trouble.
Quite all excitement was created on
Sixth street opposite the court-hotme
Saturday night about 7 o'clock. A col-
ored man stood in the middle of the
street yelling at the top of his voice for
a policeman, but, none were visible, the
whole force being up near the depot
When approached by a reporter, the
troubled negro said a white man had
leveled a cocked revolver at his bead
and he wanted an officer to put the
would-be othootist under restriction of
the law. The negro noisily left. the
scene, disgusted at not finding a peace
officer.
he Telephone.
Two or three sears ago a telephone
exchatige was opened In tlils city
very promising prootwets. From a va-
riety of causes, not necessary to enumer-
ate, the expectations of the company
were not realized. so little interest Was
taken in the matter, that the list of sub-
Kribee ts gradually diminished until prac-
tically none were left, and in a few
months di . company elis a defunct con-
certs for want of petronage. Our neigh-
bor, Clarksville, us ith fewer Inhabitants
and trausactIng a smaller annual busi-
ness, has • telephone exchange consist-
ing of seventy-five or a hundred buel-
ness •tatious and fifty or more reehlenees,
ttiol there is lie reason why ilopkiiteville
should not have all exeleauge with as
many subseribers. A gootl telephone
exchange, like good streets, gas, water-
works, etc., besides being a great con-
venience, is a sign of enterprise and pro-
gressive spirit in a town and creates a
favorable impression upon strangers,
and especially those looking around with
• view ef locatirg. Mr. S. II. Turner, a
gentleman of great enterprise, and one
who is w ell-kilown to the citizens of Hop-
IshievIlle, saw the importance of a reor-
ga eizetion, applied for a frai.chiee from
the Count il last July. Ile was granted
the exclusive right for a term of fifteen
years. Ile at oece went to work mid or-
ganized a stock competey compoeed of
tbe eterlitig suaih wItle awake business
well of the city, with Judge J. I Landes
as its attorney. The shares were put up
$25 each eith a capital stock of a few
thousand. The company was given six
months in which to organize. Three
menthe of the time has gone by and lit-
tle has yet been acconiplisheel. 'the set-
izene Seem disinclined to help A worthy
cause. They are afraid to invest their
money. Every residence in Hopkins-
ville altould be connected with a tele-
phone exchange. Such eniergeucieit as
those growing out of siel nese at night,
attacks by burglars, or the breaking out
oh Cash Iii mail) casco wily be met by
telephot.e in the lissuae. Nionerouo iii-
stances could be el ed else- livea have
been saved by the tiroinipt s atilt% a (a
doctor by means of a telepsolie. Domes-
tic supplies, groceries, ice, coal, medi-
cines, meats, etc., 1:411 be ordered by the
holy of the household without Inconven-
iron,* or delay.
We again ask that the citizetea lend
their encouraerement and aid toward this
enterprise. The company intends plac-
ing the exchange in a first-class condi-
tion, and it will be in charge of a compe-
tent manager, e hose whole titne will be
devoted to the development of the buoi-
mites. An all-night service will be in-
stituted should the company's hopes
materialize.
--Sac -Or
Shop-worn geode gre dear at ally price.
We offer for gale lllll re Noveltices than
any 11111.111e iii Ilopkinaville We cerly
the stock to back toy 1116 stetement.
43ASSE'rn A. Co.
W. H. OLVEY rl
Practical Jeweler,
Honest Goods and Honest Prices.
Twenty-three 3 ear's experience at the
bench mahlea nee to setereetee all repair
work, which I make a epecielty. Give
tne a call.
W. H. OLVEY,
Main Stri rt, Opposite Opera Iluttae,
LAUNDRY.
Our lanntlre busineas IS increasing
every week. which is proof that our work
is strictly first-class. A trial will con-
vince yen. Our price 2 cent• envie
BASSETf A CO.
PRI4YERRPD DWALR
0id. Crammed and Jammed
IS THE CONDITION OF OUR
Mammoth Double Store Rooms
ding, CIO VII(THS :11iIi &iTOSC:lioots&Shoes,
Dress Goods, Furnishings, Notions, and General Dry Goods for
FALL AND WINTER WEAR.
We can quote you lower prices on the above than any house in Hopkinsville or adjoiningcities. Our endeavors shall always, as in the past 28 years, be to please in Quality, Quantityand Prices, giving all our customers the
48 Cents Best Goods, Most Goods and bower PricesB136 a re {Worse(' bas k and front linen
basom. continuous back-facing Unlaun-
dered Shirt It is cheap at 75 cents.
Bassett & Co.
The best Shoe
World for the
At
Dabney &Bush's
ill the
price.
People Demand Protection. - Patent na
Medicines. W.- are offering special bargains in
Lem Curtains.
No Fancy Profits Asked af
BASSt:TT & CO.,
No 4, North Main St.
%i lust are they ? As a general thing
they are prescriptions having been used
with great success by old and well read
sichoia. Thousands of invalids have
been utteepectedly cered by their time,
mid they are the wonder and dread of
Physicians and Medical Colleges In the
U. S., 40 111001 40 that Phyriciatio grad-
uating at Medical Colleges are re quired to
discountenance Proprietary •Medicines,
an through them the country doctor
Mem Ida most profitable practise. As a
manufacturer of Proprietary Medicines,
Dr. G. G. Green, c f Woodbury, N. J,
advocate@ most cordially.- in order to
prevent the risk that the 'tick and afflict-
ed are liable to, •Innoet tinily by the use
of Patent Mediclnee put out by inexper-
ienced penknife for aggratidisement only
and the employing of inexperienced and
Incompetent doctors by which almost
every villiage and town ies cursed; and
men claiming to be doctors who liad
better be eitidertekere, experimenting
BLANKETS.
Ostr line ranges in rim from $1 to$10 per pair.
II you are In need of Blatikete, get
prices from
Bassett & Co.
BUY
with their patient* and robbing them your boots and shoes of
of their money 
that 
and healtle-for the good
DABNEY & BUSH andof the effiteted our gsvernment pros
tect its people by melting laws tee regu- save money.
late the preutice of medicine by better - 
_
edu-
cated Physimatis, and thereby keep up
experienced and more thoroughly w
the hotior and credit of the profession,
also form laws for the res.-online of re-
cipes of Proprietary Medichiele under
examination and decision of experienced
Chemists and Physicians appointed for
that purpose by the Government, before
they are licensed for general use. Ile
would most freely phone the recipe of
Boschee'a German Syrup slid Green's
August Flower under such lees, had he
the proper protection, and thereby save
the prejudice of the people, and avoid
the competition and imitation of worth-
less medicines. -Copied from the Chicago
?elan, Aug. 3, '87.
--we, • .111.—
Deafuelut aril be Cured
by local application', as they van taut
reach the dimmest part of the ear. There
Is only one way to cure Deafness, and
that is by constitutional remedies. Dewi-
ness is caused by an intlanied condition
of the mucus lining of the Ettatachlan
Tube. When this tube gets !wheeled,
you have a rumbling sound or imper-
fect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed Deafness le the result, and unless
the in fiemation can be taken out yid this
tube restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever; time
cases out of ten are catesed by catarrh,
which is nothing but an Intl tined condi-
tion of the mucus surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollar'
for any cases of Deafness 'caused by Ca-
tarrh, that we cannot cure by taking
flall's Catarrh ture. Send for circular,
free.
.1. ('ti itna it f jille(10,
arkild lay all brtigniata, 75 emit.,
4. 4.--
"reeley."
• • (sot neighbor. S Jerkin ill,, a tli fewer
inhabitants and transacting a 1111411er annlial
Mom:low, has a telephone exchange consisting
of a hundred or eel enty- 11 ve business stations
and fffty or more resideneee, and there is no
reaaon why HopkinsvIlle shun il not hate an
exi hange with as many sidocribers.—Ilopkins-
•ille nes_ests
There is no remote us hy the editor of
New BRA abOtilti not tell the truth, but
he dosen't. If HopkIneville had as large
a populations as Clarksville, or as !flitch
business or as much enterpriee, she
might have a telephone exchange, all
electric light company, manutacture Its
OWII ice instead of busing of Clarksville,
have streetcars, water worke, etc., etc.
It she had these or either of omen, Hop-
kinsville would not be the borne of many
heroine' that never materialize, nor the
graveyard of ene many enterprises that
die in their youth. The New Era has
gall.--Clarksaille Tobacco Leer.
Our neighbor Is just a little "techy."
To be perfectly lemma, we have both
lied • little, but no harm was intended
In either case. Hopkineville has more
people in her corporate limits than
Clarksville, and Clarksville dent a little
more hualtieset than llopkitisville.
Now that'll our apology mid we want
one In return from the Tobacco Leaf.
But to the (elite at home we want, in
thus connection, to may "take the Tobac-
co Leaf's remarke, beginning at 'or as
much boldness' and leaving I,ff the last
sieditefiee, auiil putt them in 3 our pipes
sod "woke them:" 'Fiery will, perlisp.,
do you good.
• ...MO.*. • -
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It Is the
most easily taken and the most pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale In 50 cents and $1.00 bot-
tles by it. B. Garner, HopkinsvIlle, Ky.
IS&
Ask to me our Ladies' Swiss ribbed Jer-
sey Vest. We have sole contrid of them.
BASSETT it( CO.
FOR SALE.
Thu' Nixon farm 3 tulles east of crof-
ton, sit lime stone land, plenty of timber
part of it bottom land, 105 sores, dwell-
log, 4 rsoms, good barn and 'stable.
Apply to nim mu the farm or Callis
, Hopkinaville, Ky. Price 1050.
FOR RENT.
9 Room house on Prineeton street
Price 8.50 per month. Poessmion now.
4 Room house. lot, garde'', stable etc.
Bryan street. Prit it 10(0 per month.
Poesesaion (IOW,
5 }Vont houee, garden, wahle etc.
North Main. Price II 00. Poeseseion
Nov. 1, 18e7.
7 Room house, North Main, order'
and all out buililitsgs. Pike 14 00 per
month. Pore.emeiose now.
A part or the Glass house, very near
the business porn. ii of the city, 5 rooms,
all eel-emery mit buildingts, garden'.
Price 10.00 per mouth. Poseemion Nov.
1, Deg.
No. 86.
A farm of 130 acres
good land 20 acres in
timber. Within two
miles of Gracy Sta. on
the I., A. & T. R. R. Im-
provements: Dwelling
with 3 rooms, stable al-
so if desired, 60 acres oi
timbered land detach-
ed. Low price, and
long time on both.
Ni, 7.
THE FOXPLACE,
On South Main street
with 2 acres of land.
Dwelling with 11 rooms
large stable. All nec-
essary out buildings.
In splendid repair.
Terms easy.
No 73.
312 acres of land on
Little River between SHOEINCCox Mill and Palmyra t,t1, trit:11:3: like. Our smiths and wisiroads, a good dwelling 
6 rooms, hall, pantry.' osechaales of Experience.
Barn to hold 25 acres
tobacco, stable with
capacity for 25 head of Our Iron Cistern Top
stock & cows, 4 tene-
ment houses, 2 cisterns
never failing well, good
orchard, ice house and
85 acres of timber. and Ule OW best of materials.
Price i<9,000, one-third -
cash balance 1 &
years with interest. 
2 llha
4
We have Dwelling,
Vacant Lots and some ______
Business Property for
Sale, well located in GEOROETQ
Than any other concern this side of the Great Metropolis.
We Invite The Special Attention Of The Ladies
TO OUR ELEGANT LINE OF
401cotaks4 ANTrEtipm Jana *TEacit..etsc,
Also Children's and Misses' Cloaks. Our stock is the largest aqd newest in the city, and we
Defy. 01:1 G-astirmiatiss.Before purchasing look through our immense stock.
CD1c1 FL43411ests14a,
M. FRANKEL ac SONS.13 and 15 Main Street.
CHEAP GOODS.
My Fall stock is now arriving by every train, and my store will soon be filled with all styles of
"InE110 EIMEMEI G-00C11:11E;
from the besteManufacturers. I have a beautiful stock of
J.DIR•MOS 0-0033B,
with braids or velvets to match. Ladies' and Misses' Shoes of all styles and the best quality.The Celebrated
Red School-House Shoes
for boys and girls. The best of Boots for men and boys. A large lot of good knitting yarn justreceived. A fine stock of Carpets, cheaper than ever before. All staple goods at the lowestprices, and in fact, I intend to sell goods cheaper this season than they have ever been sold inthis market. Give me a call and I'll guarantee you the value of your money.
J. D. RUSSELL.
 G-00 'PCP 
 
M. LIPSTINE'S
Before You Buy Your
Dry Goods, Clothing, Hats
Boots, Shoes, Millinery,
1%Tcoticovis; Erna E'Vir
New, Fresh Goods of the Latest Styles are being received daily. They are offered very low and, I will not be
undersold by anybody, East, West. North or South. Call and convince yourself. No trouble to show goods, and
am not ashamol to tell prices. Expecting your patronage, I remain, yours truly,
MaIPSEiTINT3U.
N. B.—MRS. CARRIE HART wants the ladies to call and examine our latest and newest styles in
Cloaks and Short Wraps,
for Ladies, Misses and Children, before they buy.
I . Y, . re, O. t. W. Merca•rg, V uice Pres't A Htt, secy. A Treas.
.111C 11111111C11111111k E0/1111K L TOBIN 1161°,
General Pounders and Machinists.
•--Manufartaren sit -
Saw Mills anti Mill Machinery,
/*sleets asserting, Hossea•ra
An Ha Plpecialty of liepairi ea Ka
g nod and Mill Machinery.
We have cecently &filed to our factory a
General Repair Department,
where we will do repairing of
WACON8, PLOWS,
Is the most convenient, durable and cheat.
eat top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
min
oxmcm.A.r.errms 1
Meshant Tailors.Wrought Iron Foncing, n all itswilla&WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREW$
And Ratchet Screws
We are manufactory of the • manna
GOIllbiPatiOP NU@
For Christian, Todd andlTriggicounties
It is the best ands
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. Call sae itXhal
:nett.
We manufacture all roods we nett anti
Guarantee Them Fully.
shall lie glad to quote prima or salt
estimates on all work in our Has.
Very Truly,
Opera Building, No. 108.
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.
Ifilallliglifillk DOM HARDWARE! HARDWARE!
GUNS, PISTOLS,
this city.
Fire and Tornado inetinteme %rate!' in,
first elms Composites, tool tor ;it at-
tetition in case of loos.
Negotiating Imams a specialty with
us.
We rent tenement and collect rente, and
par taxes for tion-reaillente. Come to
see us If you want an3 thing id'our
CALLIB & CO.
Main street. POltelftlee building.
*sib Annum Session begins Sept
Old esswrieut.-d. 41 u-COLLEGEmed lu tbs flutious "1:tlus Gras."
region arenas/1,4 tor beauty And health Charming groundstet sated, gloves. me. low for rst-cl••• college. FUll Faculty. tiomilitycourse. lir lir with ali tloultlerts AND UNI 10 !
CE RCE OWN
' 
KY
. Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
--1—
sw, Degrees of S.. A. , Awl A 11.. rotartrrti before de-%dots send fur catalogue to R. X. DUDLEY. D. D.
Mao C4-ALT.3. 1171.11L'X',
..TMANTIMLa1BEC.,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
WORIC As. EIPMCI.A.1.171r.
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US!
u‘Nr e11 cfl1fIp,
And Cuarantee Satsfactin!
THOMPSON & ELLIS.
Sete oese;,••••
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CROFTON. isINGUAL ACQUIREMENTS IN TRADE.
THE BREVITY OF LOVE.
en„,
ate.
CHESAPEAKE, (100
Solithester11R.R.Co.
The "Ilouthern Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAs
To -
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
ad .411 PoltAIS IS-
Arkansas and
Texas
Throwea Tinker are aow on sate. Call Olt far
seldrass
R. F. MITCHELL,
Gen' Pass. and Ticket Ag't. Louisville, Ky.
_
TIME TABLE
THE-
, Owenbero & R.R.,Co.
wad. /fixed.
Dapart-From Owenaboro. 2:80 p m s :40 a mit mve--Owenohoro ..  10:45 a ia 5:10 p is
Depict-Central City 
 
t.:58 • in ISM p to
.. 
 
 
4:Upai 1:00pm
•rrive- " " 
 
4 'il p m 12:15 p m
" "   4 :.1.1 • ns I ate p m
Depart -Russellville 
 5:53 a in 9:14 a in
" 
66 
.6.15 p m
A rr.ve- " 
 
 
11:11p as 4:20 p m
" " ei:a4 a m
Depart-A dafrville 5:3e a to
Arrive- Astaire ills 
 , 9.15 p m
fit W [LIS. Gen•I if mere. Louisville, Ky.
W. K. NIWBOLD. Snot . Owensboro
GUS YOUR,
--DI ALIA IN-
• At peal as a lily ha scene quiet nook,
She sits by herself, with lier slate or her book,
And hears with an air patronizingly- gay
TM, N-oieeS • •f other sweet children at play.
bayuiwl briitehrrYinTenint feare not foe
But 5,11eanr
one', heart hispers that she is her
l' I h:t0 *I uf the t Tlet'SA IIIS pearl,tweutv ei ht eas• a u it *out' Hee bootie body, her old fashioned girl.
▪ 81 0 SO (two idin•doil 41 t or au a ids-
weber *Mount of sure ma. y • ir (Peo-
3ia* r) mum aced ie. my lo a .ptot
i.rg. r th in a eeet it apread r.p it v ail over
my body soil got anoer at, ns•Is The seso.•
would , off of toe an the Cute. awl my aid
ta g a it • vsetiese, sod ith..ut 0).•
tbd ASS lat 11 0 rot tem • t t••• . e
this opea..e . ter again I 1" A poor 111"11, but I
feel t lie reit v. ot what some id the Joe- 1
sere said was leproey,'Ilome ring w, ru., mons
miee tie 1 tool rod . . Menials it 1.IPS
race on- .4 ar and a half, loot oo I wes,t
to two or three duet rs si no 'me. I , eau t 1
else the urn t Itkla kid is a. tuuea
hey Ciro itok410 skid so 4.1 ftr alo lee
tr.us pea es as a Malty '•. I us .1 th tit
Was thr T14'1148, all • thrs hettl •
I LITTLE OLD FASHIONED.SCRATCHE D 28 if EARS.1
A Sraly, Itching, Skin Disease
With Endless Suffering Cur-
" ed by Cuticura Remedios
tu n Hight 11/111 mellowed the pito time
din,
„ She quietly asks. "Are the children all In '"
Of 4 ler a his"' II'''. 1""1 t" ' ""*" ' I Or. watching the step, when • f‘snittep eosinst I IA near it II/44 len • err PIM
WWI )uti would bar. surest Ina 'or In ILIIOtril4
dol, ars y. u would hays hail It e tit Bey I lime
id Ilse tile picture in Tour Wok of P.or wt.
onetime number two, u .1141 gain 1,141-.
sae 11"), but vow I ant a. Ovarian enY Noma
aver Was. Ttnough f rem id limit 1 ow my
hand* Oyer sty arms *nil ley to mer.tch Owe
a while, but to no purpose I am an eri • I
sera ell d for years, and trot to 14 a kind
of se, ond s• al fire 10 me I hs it ou a thou-
sand 1.1111* a. AUTtlalUE u.ure 11 At )011 %IMO,
to knew erne to toe, or soy one u hi read. thie
sy write to me mid I mare, r t.
111).14).411•
WATIallt VT . Jan.10th,
Pr mimic Lea ma, Tetti.r. rtn, L
• P. Ili itu.,/scal.i need. al rust. ndruff,
Ito:biro% Bak. es% brocers' anti Waaherwoin
an's Itch, and every speries of Itehing, Burn-
ing, Scaly, Pimply Humor* of the Skin and
• alp and B.00.1. a ith laws ist liar, are noel-
lively cured by l'crictua th-• great stun ure.
sod Cur.e. a soar, an exquisite ham Benni-
nger xternally. mei Ct Tici•MA itesotvisr.
the New kil• osi Purifier t manly, win u -
siciare and all other r. medics tail
Sohl . very whirr Price I ut icu• a. &Mr. :
AO.ip ; Resolvent, it lerc;., Tea by the i OT-
egg & Cure c A L Co . now1011.grip-SvID.1 For •• Ho% to Lime Skin Dire Res,-
84 page • pages, 50 Ulu trations, and lie le Gom-
el& a.
tsay:141:'t. Tr the'i PI M nnnl I n7. 1T)
80 r
wieFree Free From Pain!In one m ru r ( uto.tira Artt-Pain Ylseer i Yes Rh "moat. ,..oilden. Sharp. and stiru. Pains, 1.11 -s- ins snd Weakn• W
The urat and orly pain Int og P miter. 25 cents..
MIDFIELD'S
HIP
mar
A SPECIFIC FOR
Sha "playa tea- alone by a mote or chair,
Walls baby to sleep w ith • matronly air,
Lem sews by tlw cradle. With glasses on, aim
A pocket edition of granny would ts..
When mother looks careworn, eh! quickly she
seer.,
knoa• bow • few soothing love worda
"please,
Tben in that dear Inn lays each soft, shining curl;
She's; mothers own comfort, her obi fashlonisi
girl.
-wren
MD attend Capprostisid Trreamiaz
1-
 rotas* saro.ty aaii 
 
ENSTRITATIOR orHARDWARE! mONTHLY SICKNESS.
mgelliand ,4:greor NT-.T.,t1474'
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
FiShilli TdCid,
Hunting Outfits !
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES, t
BELLS AND ROPES !
Comet Breast. opp. Planters Bank,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
vOlt .
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
Ordatisa,
Lasaliegs.
lbsitmadase.
Swim
Saida,
atimr•
Bina
Beulah
Pardons.
Cores.
C71711.31111M
Seratcha.
ellrain&
Strains,
Stitches,
Daakeeks,
IWO%
beirla
Creeks.
Ccatreeted
Muse*
Brupciams,
Hosf Ail,
Imre
Worms,
iminety,
Saddle Datls.
PlIsa
THIS COOD OLD STAND-MY
aroossotishes for rrerybody exactly what Isalalme
om or the reasoos for the great eoPlalarItYthe dastaag Lintment found Mall esteems'
sialliessIsffigg„ E,ery body nen& sods • 11100101111L
The Lamberawas seed" It le mos of imettionk,
Tbal Housewife seeds It for gessraltasally use.
The Cannier needs It for Itle command hisses.
Tbe SIGIOSISRAg Nada 11 always *a ids work
bench.
Tbe Illser needs to eme of emergency.
The Pioneer neaten -can't get along without le
T111411 Farmer needs II In tus house. his stable,
aad !Mattock yard.
Tise Steamboat isa• or the Boatman needs
n In liberal, supply afloat and aahore-
Tk• Herne-faseler needs, It-it is his best
friend and safest reliance.
The Stock-grower need. It-It will save hire
thousands of dollars and • world of trouble.
The Railroad man needs it mad will used It are
bong as Ws life Is a round of weddants and defter&
The Backwoodsman model Thema arta.
lag lilts It as se saltioni for the danger" Se Inis.
aad comfort which surrousd the Somer.
The Reechoes mods It aboat his mom among
Ws tningdoyeea Accidents will happen. and tram
ShalaWISOW•tbe enstens Liniment ta wanted in ones.
Keep& Settle la the Heave. -Tie the poet ot
mosoway.
Keep a Bottle is the rectory. Its Unmeant,
me in ease of Accident saves pain and loo. of wages
Keep a Bottle Alway• the' able for
SOO wiles wasted.
Hughes' Tonic,
RX AND Sari RZI/ILDT
AND FC11
Ini•alwable its tbe
tt Will Cure the Most Obstinate
Cases.
Eng WILE NV GGISTa.
PREP* HELD 15
R. A. ROBINSON & CO.,
LOULSV1LLE, KY.
FRITZ BROS.,
LTA feed aid Sale Stablel l
WOltalLiS 'SEISES
MIleetirtsirr
liwanycnut RneinAros Co . Atlanta. lila
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL.
The Celelorat.-a.
Doerillg Stool Binder,
The Siroi!gent.
The Simrlest,
The Liebreat Draft.
The Simplest notter,
The Mier Iiirsble.
bl,,re of them sold than any other Biuder in
the State of Kentucky
THE CELEBRATED
DEERING MOWERS
Have no Equals.
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
we have a full stock on lia.1.1 of all .issis. We
warrant tarry warm to give perf et sals.fac
tom or rebind the monis.. Buy your a ;Alton,
at aome where the warrantee is
Carnain and BOHM.
We now have the com lete stock of
Beteg esetarruese. Spri, tt wagers. , in
ate it. Wesel! UIP OSA %MIS NI ibliT
and One Carnage. Tint are to he relied on
as ft n.teclaa• prate
Belting of all Sizes.
We cos otppiy all tuumber me. at IPS
pH, o e to* to call rpecial att• •O'Ion to
the faet Gov we keep tee largeet stock on this
market.
Separators & Engines.
14 rem. -eel • furl 1,nr of the eadmg aep
orator n.1 Irvine , St a*.fit .ek •r. ..•41 al
other I lirrio, ae
WP new bass in our 6•1111.;01, SR 0^Rioan
one wagon an nmetittre Sepsr•mert. M r. 11. W
• di et, of llarroasburg, K y Ile thoroughly
Illaskirstands repairtrIg R. knoll. of in rhower.
awl a aeons. kr. Jr. wieh to eall RtLeation
that oer faellttie. are such that we caa repairyour •eparst,r. 'tar asil for leas money 1114.
any teely 1141 them le early 40 we, can
•Its the week. before hat Toot
flontnd Talmo Grower.
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Piaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil;
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
One stork .11 cofftf•I,Le in all .tepartmentit.Prices Can he .eiied zu. trieg low.
FOM 
3E3 . 1r1‘1E321E2 1.0
Female College
Hupkinsville. Ky.
The Ettll Term win open on MONDAY, AU-GUST 19, os7. An experieneed faculty, thor-ough Instruction and Ceram iss heretofore. Forother information call on or addreee
J. SI.
Heititiastrilks ff.
EVARaWTLLII LIAWWW.I.Tols Dartor ?scow.
The Light Draught Steamer
X"
 11. INT 31C EFS "I' 2•T
J. R. THOMPSON .
PP NASH. ManagerClerk.
Will leave traneville f Cannelton daily
except Sunday, at 8 o'clock. a m„ malt initiates
oonneetiow with the 0., K. I N. R.
Returning, lea ea Cannelton daily at 1111, pGonda, excepted, and Owesahoro at 9 p. a.
Ttal C•Sn.
Laillterre Evansville . Is tn. sharpLaainmovenstiarro . . . 4 p. fn. sharp
rare , tor rowed trip os Sunday, hnt sot
• for Meese purchase by tbeeteward
11YRNICA 119111 “ita, •ff.mt.
Ninth St., Near I'•,pot, OLD PAPERS,
- - - Itantacky.
Lear .eams and vet tidal are as gaga *alley lathe sits' Conveniently located saa maple as-
eommarlatIons Have a roomy buggy dramtoe ou r %atomise.
Chas• arrasatatars• Wag*.
wad earetta1 Ortwers.
FOR SALE
At This Office.
uesr,
She whist/yrs, "That'• father; so glad he's
here:"
youngeot of shoniders, the. oltleal of beads'.
Dons "my out, know • wee darling h. starts
A )01 Anil a sunshine, 'mid life's tireless' whirl,
Like mother home hotly, her old fimilioned girl?
--Harper's Young People.
AN ACTOR'S LOVE LETTERS.
And Other Matters for the Hopper of the
Secondhand Paper Stork Dealer.
'•Love letters? oh. yes, we come across
them quite often in our stock; but we
have no time to read non. You see
business; not sentiment, is my motion'
said a down town dealer in paper stock.
••When people are leaving a house they
have lived in a good many years they
don't care to be bothered with old papers,
and they just bell them to us at so much
a pound, whether it is love letters, or
magazine's, or whatever it may be.
• -I did have rather a notable experience
with a love letter once. though. I was
sorting over a bundle which had just ar-
rived from a hou.se up town-for we
always sort over in case there should
happen to be anything valuable-when a
monogram on a letter met my eye. I
knew that monogram. and I thought
that perimpe it might be something that
ought to be sent buck. I glanced at the
letter, and then I saw evhat it Was. It
was from a lady belonging to one of our
first families, so called, to a well known
actor, who made a furor in New York
quite a number of years ago. The actor
had stopped in that house awhile, and
didn't seem to have thought the letters
worth taking with him, or perhaps he
forgot them. At any rate they came
down here in that bundle, an ocean of
them, and some of them had not even
been (Temel, winch shows how little
actors think of that kind of correspond-
times The whole lot went for paper
stock. No, I didn't keep one. It would
nct have been business like.
•eand we have old checks and old tele-
erarus by the ton. All business houses
et rid of them as old paper after keep-
nts them for a certain length of time,
end sometimes the price of the waste pa-
per is all they get out of a good many of
the checks. It all comes into the hopper
at from a Gent to a cent and a quarter a
pound, for paper stock just now is very
low: it has never been lower.
-Those album covers? They come to us
at a price a little above waste paper, and
sometimen we get quite a good figure for
them. You see, the wholesale houses that
deal in albums send out only the covers
as specimens, and when a corer is out of
date it coulee into the second hand deal-
er's hopper.
"At the new directory wason we reap
quite a crop of the last year's directories,
all as waste paper, and sell them for $1
apiece. A geed many would just as soon
have them as the new ones.
••But aldermen and other politicians
are among our best customers in old, or
rather second hand books. May acem
queer, but it's a fact. They get heaps of
books from Washington, besides state
and city documents. and they just put
them to one side until the heap gets in-
convenient, and then they pack them off
to the paper Kock dealer. In many in
stancen such books have not been even
taken out of the packages. But it's all
the same to us. We pay a cent and a
quarter fur them."-New York Sun.
Disappointed Nimrods.
Some days ago a number of sportamen
went acmes the lake on a hunting and
tishing excursion. The party was com-
posed of a well known engraver, one or
the artists employed on a popular metre.
zine, a printer, a young literary man
and others of lemeer note. The pro
gramme, as laid down on the 'dart, was,
that deer. bear, elk and other game
should be shot by the hunters, sketched
and engraved by the artist and engraver
and that a full account of the trip ehould
be written by the literary man, set up le
the printer, published after the pak
mune back, and sold in monthly num
tiers, forty-eight in a set, at twenty-five
scuts each. The nimrode took ammuni-
tion enough with them to kill all the
game from New Brunswick to Manitoba.
After a week of tramping they succeeded
in bagging a hedgehog and a crow. and
• capturing two bass, great many of
whit+ wolild weigh a pound." It is un-
necessary te add that the arnetratus for
sketching. engraving and type setting,
which formed no inconsiderable tor-nun
uf the baggage, was not unpacked.
Rochester Post-Express.
Anchor for Steamers'.
Experiments have been made during
the week in the harbor of Havre an.1 on
tile Seine with anew cable aticlier. hich
will bring to a stnnelstill tlw largest
steamer g• at the greatet speed
within a st sice of ten feet. Lane. eke nie•re
were subjected to Use exte•riment.
in ull caste proven stiecteeful. and the
government commiseiten present :testate
mended the new anchor for use Oft
government ships. This new towhee is
described as a huge cloth inruchute,
aielew 'shaped. attached to thee ship 1,),
cables, with a huge iron weight in tho
middle. This balloon shaped anchor re-
casts the onward movement of elutes with
treniendous ismer, assuming very much
the singular hareem or bucket shape it
nimiel•' flounders on the New Eng-
land coma, which, by so doing whets
hoeketl, generally succeed in bac:skins
the line.-Celsicago Tribune.
The actual cost of the Imperieuse, one
of the latest built British ironclads, was
n2,801,0:25, exclueive of the cost of arm-
ament.
Perils of t,he deep-Wife (in the cabin,
/*Heinle"- W Inee the trouble on deck,
I 'kerne ? Yacht owner-The Jib sheet Is
lost overboard Wife-Well. why el ma
they come and take one out of the state-
rooms?
E
MfD
ICAL
DISCO
VERy
CERES A ILI. FIUMBOrtrl,
from a commen Blotch, or Er
to the worst Scrofula. Suit.,
"Fever -Bores," beal y or Ai vSkin, in short, 1.11 itIldefl.,9 MOS. I.) I Indblood are conquered by this powi
and 'Minnow medicine. GreatEating nicer" ruplilly 1.. imder Its be-
nign tothwnee. Eetweinilv Lilts 0 nautili stedits isitimoy ;it curing T eller. Boa* Haab,Bolls, Carbuncles, Sore I 3 ca, Scrof-
ulott• flore• and •wellingesfolist Warner. White Sswellitige,Goitre, or Thick Neck, mid EnlargedGlands. Scnsi iti slumps for alarge tenths,. lilt colon .1 t t, on skinManses. or the stone ruiddmi lot a trtuteio
on Scrofulous A ffistiona.
" THE 51.0010 In THE LIFE."Thoroughly eleanse It by using Dr. Pierre'sGolden !Medical Diaeovery,,,,,,1 gooddigestion, a fair 'kin, buoyant apir.Its, awl vital strength, will beset...basin
CONSUMPTION,
which la Serofu la of the Lunge, is nr-
rested and cured by this remedy, if taken be.fore the last stimes of the dieease are risclo 4I.From its marvelous power over this tertiblyfatal disease. when thot offering Gila now
celebrated remedy to the public, Dr. Piruenthought seriously of inning It his "Com.
•u in pflon Caren' but abandoned that
name as too limited for a medieine which,from HS wondrrful combination of tonic, or
strengthenieg. alterative, or biond-cleansing,
matontl, and nutrttive proper-ties... is unequaled, not only Its a remedy for
oorunimption, but for all throttle Dias
eane• of the
Liver Blood, and Lungs.
If you feel dull, drowse, debilitated. hareSallow colssr of Skin. or yak.. hill-brown Pools
on face iir body. frequent headache or dizzi-
ness.. bad taste in 11,401Ith, internal heat or
chills, alternating with hot flushes, low spirit'
and gloomy forebedinge, inerrniar appetite,
and mated tongue, y011 are suffering fromindigestion, Dyspepsia, and TorpidLiver, "IBIllou•nesie.” In many(awe ostir'Art of these symptoms ere CI lie-
ritrietil. AS a remedy. for all such engemDr. Pierce's Goidesi Medical Dia.
eovery ,s unsurpaased.
For Weak I. angs, Spilling orBlood, Shortnt • of Breath, Bross
chines Asthma, Severe (•otiglia, andkindred affections. It is au efficient reenten_
BOLD RI parCifilf1111, lit $1.00, or six
zwririr,E11 for $5.00./WM (••n eenta tn stator@ for Dr. Pierce's
nook on Consumption. Atkin's*,
World1s Dispensary Medical Aest•-•
elation, GM Muln Stria*, Hurvarac N. Y.
$500 REWARD
is offered by tbe proprietm
of Dr. Sage'seatarrh Remedy
for a mac of catarrh which
they cannot etire. If you
have a discharge from tho
nese, offensive or otherwise, partial hes of
smell. taste, or hearing. weak eyes, dull pain
I
or pressure in heed. you have Catarrh. Thou-
sand. of cases terminate in eonAtimption.
Dr. Page's CATARRH HIIIIICDT enrols the worst
awes of cesarrial_" Cold l• the ilead,”
&ad Catarrhal Headache. 50 oenta.
EorrespeTele.9ce.
.6 •16660.66,0666./S*A. 
1.11 I 1.1: RII ER RIPPLES.
Oct. 11, 1887.
Ell N KW ERA :
The readers Of NSW Eat may look
out for tattle River Penn leery week.
John Cobb dios leid killed a gray
eagle several iheye ago that inesauted
'seven mid a hall feet from tip to tip.
A protracted meeting w be emu-
mencrel at Little River Christian church
third Sutiday in this month, by Rev. V.
W. I link.
John 'I'. Hall has act...Wed posIthilit
Itli W. I .001/4.
11..nry Cobb Is b
, ulocral
A "bootleg tettair took place oti the
turnpike aorksseveral days ago between
Yate Clark and Newt Devil. Deem shot
t *lee at Clark and Clark in return tired
four shots and Dern "dispersed."
T. N. Crabtree has rented hie farm to
1Y G Deleon for next
W. 0 Hall, who has been sick with
typhoid fever for several week's is
eonvalescent. Tee.
- - • -
11 lien you feel depreeeed don't dose
youreelf with Ifirall bitters. Hodges'
Sarsaparilla renovates and Invigorates
the sy stem, alid cures all diseases gritting
trent an impure slate of the blood. $1
per bottle, six bottles for $5. Matiufae-
tured by liangum Root Medichie Co.,
Neliville. 'refill. Sold by all druggiette.
-411.-
Cavity F.sh•bar Jelato.
M j. Winston }leery re-turtied from
Mi-souri last week.
Rev. W. L. casky tilled the reppeant-
meta at Pleasant Grove, Sunday.
Mrs. Willie Smith wets the mime of
Christian ceuety freed@ Saturday.
N. G. Brasher is having* (sateen Anne
cottage fretted on the lot lie purchased
from Dr. Harris.
Miss lila Martin left Tme ley for a
visit to friends in Tema, where she a ill
remain several (IR) 8.
It is "tow n talk" that several new
aselliege a ill be built here this fall.
There is a a elcome here tor all improve-
NI rs. Marion Cobb alio has beet,
spendieg the summer with Mrs. Winston
Henry left Seturday to visit friends lo
E Idy vine.
Mre. Salmon, from Getierie, spent
several nays with her Mother, Rev..Ino.
G. Keodall, this week.
Ere& e 254 broke down at the depot
here Monday evening, and after laying
here lor half am hour woe helped over
to Guthrie by the local freight telgitie.
Miss Jeitine Breit angle ot Hopkins
ville, Mrs. Cline. McKee, Mimes Lizzie
White and Mary and Aunie McKee,
cemposed a dining party at Mrs. E. C.
Bronaughn, Tuesday.
There will be quite a number of our
citizens to eared the Presidential recep-
tion •t Naaliville, Hawley, and several
will also extend the trip to include the
Piettmenit Exposition at Atlanta.
There was a fight sineeg the railroad
men here, Snood iy, ever sonie trivial
matter, e high restated Ili Andrew Red-
ford breakieg Walter Weinfeld's arrn
with a pick. The parties are all 4-...oloreel
A rather peculiar case (acute tip leelore
Justice Wai tle1,1 last week. Geerge
BACOrl had Henget field Levell arrested
for "eu.slin and Lineament' of lieu,"
indeed of threshilig him in the good old
fashioned way. Leven had to pay eight
or ten dollars for the freedoeit w ith hich
lie handled George's name.
OLD II aNNYSSEY
44Ire Them a Chance.
That is te say, your lungs. Also a'l
your breathing machinery. Very won-
derful machitiery it is. Not only the
larger air-passages, but the thoinands
ef little tubes and cavities leading from
them.
When these are clogged zed choked
with matter which ought not to be there,
your lunge cannot half do their wonc.
And what they do they cannot do a ell.
Call It cold, cough, croup, pneunee
'as, eatatirel, 1011 or nub 01 the
family ot throat and twee amid head Intl
'Meg obetructions, all are bad. All
might to be got rid of. There is just
one sure a ay to get rid of them. 'I hat
is to take Boectwes Gentian Syrup,
which any drugfist will peell you at 75
cents a bottle. Yen If every. thing else
has failed you, you may depetel upon
this fur tertain.
.0.--
LaFayette Letter.
1.•Fetterre, K Y., Oct I I th, IS87.
lid New kra:
Mrs. R...bert F. Keesee, nue Obrsete
Cierksville died at her reothern Sun
;lay morieleg at hell p;;st tneltwk
was bured Green Wood cemetery the
aig Menably. She leined the
Methoillet church alien gine pewee,
eyed a vonnieteitt, eereest amid intend
She eats a lovely Aerie-ter,
a). Oeletential, polite, cheerful and
happy. She ORS tile center of aii eI-
trioted circle of wheiriog !needs
a few %mete Ideceetling death she
Was in a state of health and
a as 11111(14 stricken with Ty plods, !sever
elect' reel -ted all Ireatinelit anti sotto
terminated her ueetial life. How sad
that she shoull ctit &este t me
youth time of her life. She lea her
husban.1, two motherless children, her
parent.* two enteis and two brothers,
many other relatives and many dear
!nett& to mount her early demise.
Messrs W. D. Cooper, M. M. Fuqua,
L. le l'ureell, John Beiyil, Mien Rives
and Mrs. Briggs returned Friths, from
St. Louis Fair.
Messrs Charlie !fester and Will Fox,
two ofriiitnge's most handeonie young
men are vielthig relativee here.
Bud Bingham of Marion, Ky., Is here
looking for a location for the grocery
business.
Lewis Williams lit looking gene bad,
perhaps a visit to Louisville will prove
beneficial. Guess he will take In the
Arkansas trip also.
Miss Minnie Wilkerson of Madison
Station is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Caroline Bay nhatu hart been
quite rick,,but IR better at Una *tit; rig.
Mr. R. L. Bay 'thaw of Cadiz was
here Sunday.
Mien M ROgerS teturned home
yesterday.
Mr. ft H. Ileater, B. Fuqua, Dr.
Williams and Lee Moe. will leave to-
morrow for several Jess fishing. 'flies
'Heisted on Will Fuqua going but lie
said tie caught his tin' the tIrst of Octo-
ber.
Well, our other two marriages have
not come orr yet and I don't know
whether they have been put off or not.
Hoez Befell AN.
T. I. N. C. Is not a cure-all, but a
quarter of a century of constain use
has demonstrated be3 ond question that
'fanner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure is
the only known Infallible cure for all
kinds of neuralgia and for nervous
headache. 50 cents per box. Manufac-
tured by Rang= Root Idedichie Co.,
Nashville, Tenn. Sold by all druggists.
Mime Browne (summer boarder of ro-
mantic proclivities, who Is about to
return to the city,-"Do you know, Mr.
Dusenbury, I've really become attached
to that phenomenal echo which has made
your farm famous. I shall nibs It RO
niuch." (Addressing echo): "And you
will mies me, too. won't you!'" Echo
(promptly) "Darned ef I will. You
ain't let up on me tew hours since
breakfast." (Tableau.)
La-cu-pl-a le not only unexcelled bun
unequaled am an aid to nature in an
manner of diseases.
Pe-ruma cures Chronic Digestion of
the Lungs, as In the cases of Mrs. J. W.
Reynolds, New Lisbon, 0,
Cicorroe, K Y., Oct. 7th, 1887.
Kditor New Kra:
A Mr. Fruit was marriet1 to a MIS'
Durham, of the Hamby precinct. Rev
, Bo} ti tied the happy couple.
Rev. Mr. beetle of the Methodist
church, le eoildlletilig 114terplpitig
tililliet.11°U"LgtealtUlil karTdo"(t1 tiliwn church' "
Mrs. Miiierva Cron lime sold II track of
land Brushy Fork creek to Jo-4Th
Martin.
Master Strother Han, rick ran two
nail. Into hi* loot y estnrilay tele ot 'Lem
beeleg dilVeti Its retiree length. Ile hi
doing Well enough from It.
Los eine stele ne 111111 11806101HW
I) plat ilislal lel leber owl he in quite
The time of year has arrivel whim
rural papers will begin a record of his-
tory or the "barieleirtierie."
The funeral of Utica, Phillip Iteieby
will be preached at Harmony Grove
church, Baiebridge preclect, next hem-
day bs Dr. W. E. McCord.
The preachers In charge of the colored
Baptist elitirell here e baptize a num-
ber of convene near the Dripping
spring next Suuday.
Mr. E. G. Canis, of your city, Is here
to den is the interest of his ineurance
bueinese.
I learn the personal property of the
Cline!) 4 oal Co. eVI be sold it public
auction next Saturaay the Sth It 81. at
Maitnienion.
Van Parker had his leg badly frac-
tured hue Frieley hile engeged in road
wotkilig The liwels had a yoke of cat-
tle to as-ist relliog legs from the
roadway el a miew road b- Mg opened
irsni Castiebtiry, menden of whien was
untie by 3 our epics Aspire correspon-
dent, mai in turtling a forked one
of the turn, d with such rune Bed
Antidrug', es tlint it struck Mr Parker oe
the le g belee the kliee a ith the result
etated.
Borton, celored, a prelim' hand
at Kelly 'a Station, was steuding on the
rear end of the caboose of a - work train
yen; rday, the trsinemining b•eck wards
By a j -rk big of the train Belem' wes
throes- el to the ceeter et the track mettle
brake este id II e teLoote caught him,
iiregging him *ewe di-tistice before the
train ce111.1 atoope,1 an I Roston r; -
lensed. ili• head and body were badly
bruised hut lie tHltlf it broken. Ile Was
brongli. heir, los attitude itroseed by 1/r.
Jisekeon used %Mt stilt II'. me ti.e
...i.ger train.
Dr Pitney nfol *lee, from lets' eon,
Mote been spetellag several day s visit-
ing old friends iti this neighborhood.
Mrs. Lovell, from Greenville, is here
to visit her slak s Prof. Lovell.
D, e Leffler Is list py threeigheut hiS
entire corporal 8) stem. Hee any I.e le a
bouncer anti looks like his del.
Mittel Mettle teacher of inu-
tile at Crofton Academy has been sick
several de\ a.
The re minion of tee Dunn
brotheie was nt 'Squire Rice Hel-
aine last Friday. The four bur/lying
br. the re e ith severel Invited guerte
partoek et a quieten(' einteer prepared
by Mrs. Robinson awl is hippy go si
time wss had by al'.
Mrs. Palmer returned last Fi i-lay
from a visit to her children in [lender-
eton county.
Rev. L Crandell shook hands ith
his metly Mendes here Fridey and left
for Dixon, a here he was assigeel the
premen y ear.
Rev. Mr. Cole, the new pastor of the
M th 'diet drench, and wife arrived hete
yesterday.
Mtg. Elizabeth Bouriand has been
very dangereusly ill with enegestien of
the stomach for several 'lays.
Geerge Martin liar mail his residence
lu our town to 'Squire Tom IL ram who
Intends moving here next year.
Dr. Yost, from Greenville, (nine here
yesterday to consult with Dr. Jackson
regnriling ease ot Prof. Lovell.
II there Is ain thing besides the music
of the festive niurnuite thet brother
Julie Frost's anticipated visit tomight
*ill frustrate I do not know of it.
I inet our old friend, J. Erasmus
Blaine, yesterday as the third man who
ha. teckled time vexatious problem of
computing the wealth bounden by the
Butler am' Butterntilk roads.
Mrs E. G. Mc Leen end little daugh-
ter, Mete Lennie, from Earlington, are
visithig here tide week.
Mr.. Orren West from Fruit Hill, is
•pending tiii• week with her son O. A.
West, Jr., of our town.
In V. J. M. Wrist antiolliices "Ilot
all heurs" in adelition
other bushel-se Oh the corner of M4111
and PI itientoti streets.
went that Pioche' Porter G1,1;1601,
to the aetlebtory Cinietieu chile
decided tis enter time nenietry atie that
licetise has bete, gi aided to pro
rhino Vie rosy •I. Ile Is a young naafi
co due prouilie amid he has our fast
a Wiest for a sticessand tocreer the ins-
-ern' unties" or relighti awl more I ty
Moses W, at has purchased trete Ile
W11118111'41 heirs the flee tract of level
*beet 34. Koiginn mill, eel Tra Waster,
khowu ae the Smith wick place
amateor eurgeon, not \without a
radiue of se9, Ave twirl from Em-
pire, wets recently callei upon to set a
broken_ leg. Ile requested that the well
leg of the patient ie. also stripped, and
Upon being asked whet that had to do
with the operatien, remarked that he
obee rved that the well leg had a certain
crook and he wanted tu set that broken
leg eine exactly the mine ook. Such
thoughtfulness will eventually build a
reputation.
A few menthe ego Billy Brown, of the
Scates MIII neighborhood, had lila ((S-
tony() ruined by a terrine,' hail-storm.
Ile primed off the leaves end allowed
a shigle sucker to grow mid by good
cultivation a good crop of tobacco win
unit' developed. Just before it was
sufficiently matured to house, jack frost
foroweil in the wake of the hail-Korn'
Itoil ruined it. Wheel Billy's neighbors
escape all them calamities Billy believes
there is SOIlletilifig luck. It could be
no Providential occurrence ae there Is no
better citizen in the comity than Billy
Breen. C A. B.
-•-
Consumption, Wasting DIseasee,
Anil General Debility, Doctors elle--
agree as to the relative value of Cod
Liver Oil and Hypophosphitee-the tete
lump!) ing strength And flesh; the either
giving nerve power, and acting as a
tonic to the digestive alai entire system.
But in Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver
Oil with Itypophosphites, the two are
combinel, and the effect eonderful
Thousends ho have derived no per-
manent benefit from other preparations
have been cured by its use. This is not
an aseumption, but facts that are sub-
atainiated by the ext erience of the last
10 years, and the endorsements of
thoureands of the best Phyolcians
throughout the Country.
---- ----se • sai--
The sa3ing goer that "for one-half the
year the Korean hunts the tiger, for the
other half the tiger hunts the Korean."
A man who was asked to buy a tiger's
skin for • friend wrote hini that the
market was empty just then, and, quot-
ng the say frig added : "It Is now the
tiger's season, and I can easily get you
a Korean skin, if that will do."
Home testimonials are most reliable
and If you will send your name and ad-
dress we will send statements of num-
bers of the beet citizena of Naoliville re-
gartling the wonderful cures effected by
the Ethiopian Pile Ointment. Manu-
factured by Rangum Root Medicine Co.,
NashrWe, Tenn. ,E0r sale by all drug-
gists.
Knots ledge of Portage Languages Needed
In Coin mereesaThe German Merchant.
Every large town In the midland re.
gion America-ill truth. every large
town throughout the entire country---has
a greater or less percentage of Gentian
citizens, varying from 10 to 40 per ccel.,
and in many cities the school commis-
sionera have made a eonceseion to the
; German element by including the Ger-
; man language among the branches taught
in the public whoole. By this course the
fact haa been established that not only
'the children of German parents have de-I rived a benefit, but that the nuelious boys
and girls of other nationalities have
profited by this opportunity for aoquiring
Uerinftli. halt eltowf, that this
twofold acipilitition of language, by prac-
tieul mess is of very decided utility te the
children who embrace it, and the latter
make niuch more rural Iirogreart than
stunt as are taught by ef one lan•
guage exclusively. In many countries
they would esteem thenuseives peculiarly
ferret:late in pommeling such an advantage
-that is to say, a majerity on the pupils
bringing with them into the whoul at
least a superficial knowledge of two lan-
guages. Such an opportunity would ire
sedulously cultivated, just as the French
leas been cultivated in the French and
Wallon provinces for fully 200 years.
Not so, however, in our own country.
Ilere, the German tongue has had to con-
tend constantly against prejudice or di-
rect hostility. If one takes into consider-
ation tlw fact that a considerable propor-
tion of the boys instructed in the two
tongues later in life enter commercial
et sett ionft, thiS aversion to Gerinan will be
rewarded RS unwise and suicidal. The Ger-
man language is the second most widely
bpoken on the face of the globe, and a man
who understands it well. together with the
English, can today engage in busines.s
as a commercial traveler in any country
that is not European. The trade, for ex-
ample, of Mexico and Central America 18
ill the hands of Ger/nen firms, whose
members were educated from their boy-
hood for their future profession, by being
compelled to acquire Spanish, at the same
time with their mother tongue, and often
English and French besides. If an Amer-
ican commercial traveler should enter
into conversation with euch a merchant,
in Guatemala or San Salvador, in his
mother tenume, a bond of fellowship is at
Once established, which is very likely to
bear fruits.
A nation that in our day wishes to
enjoy consideration in the markets of the
world must presess polyglot acquire-
ments. For this reason Germans SUC-
reed in all parts of the world, whilst
Englishmen or Frenchmen are complain-
ing of stagnation in business. The Ger-
man imperial government encourages
these efforts in all directions. and last
winter the permanent establistunent of
an oriental &pertinent in the Berlin
university watt decided upon, not leas as
a measure for the promotion of com-
merce than as a facility for learned in-
vestigation. Tlie German trade's organ.
Export, thus expresses itself upon this
subject: "Today it is no longer sufficient
to understand English and French; the
period lite-Inch the German merchant
suppooed lie had acquired a knowledge
sufliment of fon•ign languages, in possess-
ing these two, ie long past." At present
a large and active counnerce throughout
the whole globe has been established.
The long locked up countries of Africa
have been thrown open to the world-
Asia is everywhere accessible. Now, for
the tine time, our minds fully realize how
numerous is mankind-how multiform
are nations and how many tongued like-
wise. Even in India, whose sovereignty
resides in the bands of Great Britain,
there is only a very email minority that
can speak more than a word or two of
English.
The merchant of modern times must, to
be successful. undenrtand foreign tongues
-the more the better, and the school
authorities, instead of acting as the dog
us the manger, should atTord to the rising
generation every oppertunity to acquire
them, especially wlwre this can be done
at the expenditure of so little time and
net as is attached to the acquisition of
German in most of our cities, by the
anstem indicated.-Translated for Public
Opinion from the Baltimore Corrects:en-
'tent.
An Opium Eater's Face.
The effect et the drug on the physique
of a person varies somewhat. Some-
times lie will become dreadfully emaci-
ated, but if the appetite keeps good he
will not decrease in weight. There is
always, however, a peculiar color about
an opium eater's face, and by that he can
be known: the ccniplexion assumes the
color of old brass, having a peculiar
death like hue, but it is eeldom that the
digestion is impaired.
Opium affects the spinal cord and
brain principally. The nerve power of
the opium cuter is very much lebeened
without the opium, mid it is very much
incremsed with the drug until the end
comes. The death of the opium eater is
not marked by any particular acettes of
horror. I have seen eeventl opium eaters
die a very pleasant death, and I do not
know- that I ever saw a very bad death
among retch patients.-E. N. Carpenter,
nl. D., in The Epoch.
Principles of Insuranee.
It ia surprising that the public know so
little about insurance, when more people
are interested in it than in anything eLse.
There is scarcely a faintly in the land in
which there is not otie or more persons
interested in eitlwr life, fire, marine, ac-
cident or live stock insurance-in fact,
insurance is something that is of vital
interest in ecery household; is more
talked about and more thought of than
anything else. Nevertheless the great
mass of mankind are as ignorant of its
principles as they are of the component
parts tit t 110 SUM
-Insurance Agent ta
Globe-Densocrat.
liegrooa' Poetleal Superstition.
'The country negrote in South Carolina,
Georgia and portions of Florida have a
very pretty and somewhat poetical beeper-
ennuis. During the stillness of the night,
when the gentle swaying pine trees are
singing their weird requiems, whole fami-
lies will sit about their cabin doors and
listen intently to this music of the forest.
In its changing melody they hear the
voices of dead frienda predicting good or
evil for the future or revealing secrets of
thu Brooklyn Citizen.
A Remedy in kidney Affection.
"My kidneys were so affected I have
been compelled to get up as much as ten
times in one night. I had pains in my
side, beck and left shoulder, and when
down (null hardly nee. I was unable
to bend my body without great pain. I
tried Simmons Liver Regulator and my
condition has improved eo much that 1
hardly ever feel any of my old trouble."
W. JOHNSoN, Express Agent, Macon,
Ga. Only genuine sold by H. B Garner
ese •
 ear
?itemisers Collide.
C•IRO, ILL., Oct. 10.-A collision oc-
curred in the harbor here last night be-
tanen the railroad transfer steamer W.
Butler Duncan, of the Mobile and Ohio
Railroa 1 Company, and the steamer
New South, running between here and
St. LOUIS, hieh resulted in disabling
the latter temporarily and causing the
kinkier to elnk ten minutes later neat the
Kentucky shore in twelve feet of water.
The engineer of the 'autumn had a ear-
row escape. -
MeElrees Wine of n'araui is for sale
by the following merchants in Chrlatian
County.
11. B. Garner,
G. E. Gaither,
Hopper 4 Son,
J. R. Armisteml,
Clifton Coal Co,
W. H. Nolen,
W. 11. Martin,
11. B. Miller.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
66
66
6666
MannIngton, Ky.
bauenridge, Ky.
Crofton, Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
-•-
'1 he Water Ways Convention
FRANK YOKT, ()Ct. I0.-Gov. Buckner
o-elay appointed Hon. Albert Willis.
of Louisville, Hon. Joni' Feland, of
Hopkineville, and Hon. J. A-. Mcken-
zie, of Chriatiati county, delegate. for
he State at large, to the general con-
vention for the improvement of the Wes-
tern water ways, to be held at Memplibe
Fenn; Oct 20 and 21
Da Not be Alarmed
at the rising of Wool from the lungs. It
is one ot the very earliest mymptoms of
•oneumption, and only @hems the healthy
efforts of the system to throw off the
scrofulous iniptiritien of the blood which
lave reetilted in ulceration of the lunge
ielliereen"Goblea Medit•al Inecovery"
A a pooltive remedy tor eonetimption
at tale etsge. It teketi faithfully, it will
cleanse the blood, heel the ulcers in the
lungs, and build up and renovate the
whole system.
I IHIMISVS MISTAKE.
A Sick Illan't Wits Disregards Ms Druggist's
Advice and So Saves ths st
Her Husband.
am a wood carver by tenni anti it is
out of ttiv liee vrrite ter-, but iny
wife thimght a was no more than right
that 1 should let sou k tem. what your
sr7inttolly has done for me. :eel I think
• live in East 157th street, west of
Third avenue. and have lit el there for
about twesitc -three years, where I own
real estate. Up te the time 1 am ebeut
to mention I hael been a mounts, well
man. There wax alwas more or les*
whiteas1
In IMO I hail my that attack. it eame
Ott ft* attelt attacks. commonly de. with
heiteintlies, loss of 'spleen*. end RIII
tion, chilly sensation* with slight fever
afterwerels, a dispooition to yawn and
stretch, anti Stu forth. I was employed
at thnt time at Killian' & Brethers,
furniture manufacturers, in West 32d
street. I hoped the attack would wear
off, but as it didn't I consulted ft well-
known and able phynaian Merris-
anis. who geve me quinine and teld use
*hat to thi. I can sum lip the tiro four
and a half or five .veare of my experi-
ence in few wen's. Oseasionany I
was laid up tor a day 01' Wo, }Hit 011
tie; whole I see -k te my work. I kept
taking quiiiiiie. lereee doe's from
year te, year, and keet ent;.e-teng weak-
er see asones s y lat. satiny, all the
time. My lob:elute w is now well de-
fined and its ei nnitems were :deeds- and
regular. I lei dm lo • -,e• its worst
form, ana it sties er taw (limn in
spite of all that 1 coul.'. lo or the doc-
tors could tin. It I eal nee ia a grip like
fire in a bursting roof mine. The poison
had gone all threugh mei over me and
nothing was 111/11! tAl totIt'il it. I Waft
fest losing thalt mtul at nee:tie
Mareh. 1884, 1 kieseal en' eel entire_
ly and went home te; le •down sick. and
to die for all I el oi I ran dow it so
rapidly thitt I KIM Ill If CAM.' meilmle to
nw:c.lmk nut:yr:HI tbmy
friends Madill:ant,- 'le le en, sena The
doses of iptiesse os• r until I
often took to rt./ as is .a The
effects of this treeemeteras stimuletion
was to make ine Witt]. It /MAE
Oty Oil. alai I eteen ealkeel the
floor. or stag , eel ale, -t it, all night
long. scatasns :ale to bear sily noises
or even human spe us-h. My temper
was extremels ier! iota .. As to fowl,
one of in, lii I c..ii !ren width! eat
more in n meal lieu 1 eon! I in (lay.
I would Oilier fen; mill !lieu turn from
oitthott.rannine linsi on q auntie and
stilted:lets awl cua met fr', like a
bear %%beer. The Tennis,. set my
head in n winch. and the ;:i r -given
as a niediente on-tele my stemach so
sick I emila teinsite it.
Front 175 Isom& (my reroper weintit)
I ran down to 97 'mann the weight
of a light e'rl-anel win twarcely better
than,r!alta;k6-91,/ -it'll-1(.1 I taken rt halrhet and
knonked e/ kneel fide 1 should
hare t.e
During Ile la.oe part of this period,
early in Peel. ens- Win's-kneel maid:
"Willer, there's no use in nis taking
any m•,re• y 3oli. ca-at de you
any geed. I iti'g it teeter pounds of qui-
nine tiown your throat and it wouldn't
.s.rrengith of this gave up the
heolpnytehi..
use of quits:He mitegeilier. anti innele up
my nine{ te do nothing nature and take
inTiv enh•:,t11.1‘e‘e.elts tenements-10)mA the
last of May-eels- wife saw an ad% ertise-
meta of K nkiiie in a New York ismer.
She told me et it. I said: •• etetT and
nonsetesel it can't elo me env geed."
But she went to a iirtigeises. nev, rthe-
less, to get it. Tile diatie-ist advised
her against Kaskine: he said it was
nothing but silear: that she ought not
to throw aw tier money mi it. &e.
He said he tlidint keep it, lea could get
it if she insisted trit having it. Turn-
ing away disgust my wife spoke to
our neighber. Mr. A. G. Hogewalti.
who got her a bottle at a drug store in
will. end without
SixAtiltineovnet n:lezie3.invt,my
the latest faith, I Imeran tainne it. In
one week I was 'better. I began to
sleep. I stepped Seeing ghosts." I
began to ha vi• an eels-tie. and te gain
strength. This e as now the first of
June. 19;6, and by the end of that
month I ware leen at my bench at C.
Smith's serell sewing factory in 116th
litiSliPtililewItil:e"i; lwli'ilt.‘k.:.ffiniwi•Ver lost a day
from sickneas. Taking Kaskine only,
about forty pellets in foiir , goal doses
is duty. I cent:reed te gain The ma-
i:aria appeared te kaied in my sys-
tem. and new I've get hack my old
weinla .-175 petinelseetnel my old
ennerth hther. I arn an nstonish-
meet to iliseen stel to ms fineels. nnd
K did 114.1 do 1111S I 41, n't know
e hat ilitl. 'The telly greater thing it
notiel an wei:1,1 14. brim!' a tined man
te Fin:ma:ice A. Aln.Liat,
630 Ere 1.S711, Stnet, N,es• York.P. S.-Forth.. troth of the
above statement I refer to the (endowing
gentlemen. Who are pet smielly ac-
tin/tinted With • the facts: Mr- Alex-
ander Weir. 626 156th St Mr. (;em-ge
Seaman. latith street and Courtlantit
avenue; Mr. A. Meelotte 154th street
and Com-thin& avenue: Mr. P. F.
Velma 15401 street and Courtlandt
avenue; Ms. „bale Lenny. 630 East
158th street; Mr. John Renshaw, 124
1 will12.`itli street. and many others.
itelleitetrst
eure, vouched fee At it is by remi-
t:dile men. is deserving of a detriment
and menthol investigatien by thinking
Aiiii e fiii•ther submit that
ellen druggists turn away customers
le- feelsits nig the character of a remedy
because they elo not hapeen to have it
on hand, they do a ;ertett wrong. If
this afflicted man had not disregarded
the druggist's edvice and sent else-
where for the remeds lie e•ottlel witliout
doubt have been in greve.
Other letters of a shnil:tr character
trent preminent 'Indic ideals, which
stamp Eseekine as a remedy of nu-
doiihkal merit. will be Rent OH applies?!
tiion. Pries% $1.00, or 6 IHIt ties, 5.1.010.
sold by Druggists, or sent by mail on
IL'eeTlitle)t KolluiPkTite. Company, 54 Warr,.
2St., New York.
Not Genuine lellsw Jack.
WASHINGTON, Oct. 10 -The Marine
Hospital Bureau is In receipt of a tele-
gram from Deputy Collector Spencer,
at Tampa, Fla., stating iliat one death
arid eight IneW eases of fever have oc.
curred at that place since last advices,
and that funds and nurses are urgently
needed, the town treasury being empty
and the people being demoralized. Act-
ing Surgeon General Stoner has tele-
graphed to the President of the Tempe
Board of Health asking if the disease ex-
isting there is yellow fever, and if so
what steps are being taken for its sup-
pression. A telegram has been received
from the Postmaster at Tampa denying
that sellow fever exists there, bin @tat-
leg that dengue fever is prevalent.
Natare's Olin True Laxative.
delicious flavor and healthy prop-
erties of 'touted, ripe fruit are well known
and seeing the need of an agreeable and
effective laxative the California Fig
Syrup Co. commenced a few years ago
to manufacture a eoncentrate41 Syrup of
Figs which has given such general satis-
(*elicit that it is rapidly superseding the
bitter drastic liver medicine(' and cath-
artics hitherto In use, If costive or bil-
ious try it For sale in 50 cents and $1
bottles by Harry B. Garner, ilopkius-
%elle, Kentucky.
-nem • mare
" Break, break, 0 sea," sighed the
longing poet, as he sat on the shore of a
great (wean, "Oh, says the sea, "I
(millet break. If I were a river and had
a bank 1 might accennmodate you. I
might break illy bank and go on forever
to Canada. But you see I am a Sea. I
may slop against the rocks, but I will
not break, 0 poet. I am not fresh, and
I shall stay here. But I like you, 0
poet, and your sail songs shall live In
b_autiful stielain•
It was an old oriental doctrine that
women have no souls. More enlightened
phil000phy concedes that they hsve
purer, finer, more exalted weds then
men. But they are too often remained
in feeble, suffering !reales, %Inch ham-
att. and retard their full development.
For all those painful allmente haident
to the sex, Dr. Plert•e's "Favorite Pre-
ocription" is the best 'Tete& in the
world, anti is sold teeter positive
guarantee that it will do all tleo Is
claimed tor It. Price retiteed to one ;
dollar. By druggists.
Love is the silent star of gray clad hours.
That Melts in windless nano. of Termed day;
It is tbe new above the 4.1dcles thorn.it.h<sar crimson leaven 1St, .vdd RR Of"
If is a goldeu land that dawns and fade".
Above the blinding Incense of our years.
Noe tie:mil. but flint the heart must feel.
'Tam but u mirage i••.,-tured 1.111 our tears.
'TV. fleeting as the is real... ray
'Dud ewe. p the isortiwrn heavens with their
fire.
That fiaah their light in million eyes afar.
And in that brief nause expire.
It is the silken breeze of youth awl lwme,
That, am it sighs. aeries the star strewn floor,Scarce melt.. to stir Cs' petals of the rune.
ssy move Ile. tail. t saretch toward Ha...short;
But moon the winds beeinne an angry gale,
And care and wo•row spealmals,ve the storm,
While lurid al SOW front far off alleti skies.
Wit lino of fate the itionaturs sky deform;
And hope. that Isle the 'hal of the view,
l'nhwilett heard, nor aw with blinded rye,
Is Mere w th pastes that rim tbs. clouds ailloWit.t taste 1 oe-snel 13 ea. 1, other's firms they tile.
-Mewl. Frances Murphy.
CABLING BY CIPHER.
tipiser Code* Ars Bade sad Why
They Are Used by Brokers.
The Teeple w 1 en Ws' t I ie cables most are,
first. merelaantee .eneaged in the import
and export trade. wle, employ it for the
exchange of price and effete. a single
transaction often requiring many rues-
mges. Seeond. tlw stock brokers and
dealers here ana in Europe. especially the
Hrbitrage brokers. whew business con-
nate in taking advantage of the difference
botween the price of tlie same stock at a
given time on the New York and London
exchaneele. For instance. if a stock drops
suddenly in !:ew York, by quick work a
purchase' can be made here and the stock
resold in London before theehange has
lowered the price there. Each of the
correeponding broken' realizes a profit
wholly due to the close cable connection
which enabled them to take advantage of
a situation which could cunt but a few
minutes. A third great clam of the
cabling public includes the news agencies.
the companies sending press n-ports. com-
mercial reports and market quotations
night and day the year round. The clam
of least importance to the companies is
that usine the cable only oteasionally for
private and non-commercial message's.
Cabling by cipher, which is themethorl
most coninaercial honees employ four s
sake of economy as well as of privacy,
has become a scier.ce. The preparation of
many of the cipher codes is meet inarsi •
ious, and dither mese:Le-re demand 0-.e ut-
most snit! and care on the part of the
operators. A cipher word may stand for
as many as six figurer+, ench one of
these figures neny stand for a eentence
a price. and its correctness he of the
highest importance. The day of the
week. the place of a word in a sentence.
nmy each hare a special signifieance, and
the wrong me of a single fgure may
transpese the entire significance of every
sulcenuent character in the message.
t'aale cake may be made up froin words
of any laneuage to be found in standard
dictionaries of that langnage. but the
companies' rules proVide that they shall
not exceed ten keters in length and shall
reit be proper names. Some cable coder'
uee as many as 100.000 words. in dif-
ferent languages, meaning nothing ex-
cept through the combination figures
they stand for. Vastly simpler figuree
o e used for domestic telegraphing.
eherein each werd stands for a whole
sentenco. Cheap cable rates tend greatly
ea do away with the use of cipher mem-
nine&
In the making of cable codes exceed-
ingly elaborate tables are required. con •
mining combinations. of figures and sem
tenet's of the meet eanplazated sort.
There are many different systems, but all
require great study to Make B1141 a great
Jed of empert skill to use. The danger
of nintake conaiderable. nnd anything
that would lead simplifs codes it de-
sirable. The most potent influencee
would be low rates. For while meet
cipher cedes were originally tend for the
sake of privacy. this is now deemed less
important than the economy of brief
memanes. This is really the chief object
of cipher cabling.-New York Commer-
cial Advertiser.
Poy of European Legislators.
nonie curious statieies nave leen pub-
centerning the salaries given to
members of parliament in various for-
eign nations. To leenn with France. the
senators and deputies receive the same
remuneratien-namely, n1 a day. In
Belgium each member of the chaniber
• repreeentativcs gent £17 a month. In
Denmark the members of the landsthieg
are paid about las. a day. In Portugal
the peers and commons are given _the
same suns. which is £67 a year. In
Sweden the members of the diet receive
£66 for a session of four mouths.
hut they have to refund a fine of
las. for every day's ateence. That is
not ft bad idea. In Switzerland the
membere of the national council get 10s.
per diem. and these of the council of
state frota fis. to 10s. In Norway the
members of the stoltking receive 14s. a
day during the seesion, which lasts about
six weeks. 1.11 Italy the eenators and
deputies are not paid, but they are al-
lowed traveling expenses and eertaie pri•
vileges. In Spain the members of the
cones are also unpaid, but enjey many
advanLeges and immunities. In Greece
the senators get £20 a month and the
deputies LP). In Germany the repre-
sentatives receive an average of las. a day.
In Austria the pay is the same we in
France. tl a day. England is the enly
country where membene of parliament are
not only unpaid. but have no right to
privileges.-Pall Mall Gazette.
"Lahby" on Tennis.
Labouchere. after studying the forme
of the English women who pLay tennie,
submits it as his tweleet opinion that -the
ladies who play. inere especially the prac-
ticed players, are ell as crooked as rams'
horns." He finds, he MY'S, "that the
right sheitilder of the average female
itidete. however otherwise charming,
• about two inches bnader than the let t:
that the lody inclines preposterously ard
to my Rytnisithetit• 'Mud neat peinfuliv
-(5 the riela Melee that tin' right arm ana
fist are thew of a Inickernith, elide Ow
1,•ft arm resembles' the drumstick of tne
'cities:en et a Ge•niuus table &Mute."
nintele wheat preparation,' are proved
lo he far felter in the peessessien and a
nrreer distribution of the best life ele-
ments than :my other single article of
food.
Pteltively the best remedy ever elite
severed for all diseases of man and
beast that can he remitted by an external
medical application, 14 Rangitui Root
Liniment, One trial wili convince.
Menufaetureel only by Rang= Reot,
Medicine CB., Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents
per bottle. all druggist..
The latest Nebraska lady te distinguish
herself is one who dropped In to see the
postmaster and wore out a horsewhip
mi him as a slight token of her esteem.
A doctor Wee horeeiviepped ter a lady In
ES116411 the other day, sett still the West-
ern editer tertian's ttesluege I 'flee
II-lineament must be chew by .
BLOOD POISON.
Three year. ago I contemn,' blood {mann. I
applied s physician at once ono hie treatment
rain, ne•r killing ine I elope.Ve 1 an ..1-1 physi-
cian Al2,1 then went to Ky then went to illut
Siitinaa an-1 remained tWO Months, hut nothing
seemed to cure me permacently, although tem-iorarv relief wax given Me My co Anion
grew desperate and I •pplieil b. a uoted (leek,but I did not improve I then usoi a peeper&ion a hieh Was) "gratis," but it con-
sisted too Much a1rohol and agrravateil my suf.tering*. I then plaee.1 myre-f Ule treat.
nirat of a noted Nashville physician ard for a
Was benefited but by (sit I let ti•ne-I home
a ruined man phy *irony and floaneitillv. withiut little prospects of ever getting well, My
miamy Mang exhausted. 1 did not know what to
'to.. rn May, Po:, Inv mother persuaded me toget a bottle ..f B. It. (made In Atlantis; and Idel so to gratify her. but to niv utter artonieh
nent I had not anielied the (fest bo tle before
every ule r had been healed.
Tit the ',tweet tone I have tined five bogies
and have receive I more benefit tlinn from allthe r et vomit' -.sot ; and I am ionise...1 that B. II.IL is the most wonderful Mosel purifier e. er be-
ore known, mot I urge all allio le young men0 try one single bottle and be e-trir neost. I
can truly my I think it the beet medicine In the
world. 'I'. •LtglITON
Mae -in, Ga.. May 1. Mal.
VERY NERVOUS.
Yor many years 1 have been s !flirted withRheumatism c onbi tied with wine Kidney
Trouhl. Insincest on finally' added to my m IP-
try and I soon 'meanie feeble and very nervous
and my whole syetton was pro-tratesi. Severalphysician.. were employed and numerons pat-
ent medicine., reatorted to without benefit, AI.ter sseing inlay teems' 1.11.011ing the
wonderful tnerit of It. ft H. I comntenced ita
use and the effect was like III/tair. Rheuinatiepairs iny kiilne.s cre relieved an.1
my ronstitutIon improved at "nee and I cheer-fitly .wecesumend it to others% Ito may Itesini.flan &filleted Miss s ToilLINSON.
Atlanta, tie.. May 4, INS.
TO THE PUBLIC.
CHARLOTTE. N. April II. liaie
After nand( B. It. ft. I iinhesitatingb. stalethat it del more g...1 f..r m. Kidney nt
than another Its action is
awed. and cheerfu ly riamminend it for ele-
ven Derangement,. T. CA LI. A fl•!4.
---
All who tleore full information about t
,•RorAP CUM of Blood l'om .6116. 61•6raill d
sernrit, silo:111nm.. 1.* sor s Ithe Mt
Kidury ( f CPO .4.•
;.:::teftTR.eatft ;111?-:i1r 1:20-114"ig.
woodorful Wartls eusi .0er beforeknown. Athins", BLOOD tO.
aliasta. do.
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POWDER
A bsolutely Pure
This dee never aro-. marvel ut ourt
3 • gr•-',.$11. • n,1 a hieessomener. More erose•m-ir.stl than th, •oollwir /Amyl I
if, coilltort,liott if .1 I h, ada•littohr ew *era,
short Wriall1 A;LIC pRANIIF0.014- powde•i. -,-id
.fs • • I itito val. Peons, 46
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LINIMENT
CURES SPRA915,BRUISESJEHLUMATISA4
ScREJNRokr SPtINT.M146130,4t-
EplZoo-r IC. Eve. 50CESTS 111113aTTLE.
()DOES :_--003•4
SARSIAI‘ _
CURES RNHENATISN,SCR0fULAI L rest1513
4 _ lot LTH_E BLorORDI ,..
BOTE • 16  0 .5Di
- t,,\SAP`N1/44s.V. \Nlk 0.
CURES ALL FORMS af HEURAL6lAzwirfIc46
HEADACHE. 50 crs ctik BOX•5 E.YIRYWMEKT_
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cflit %IA. 111 113. I/ 1-1.4.11-1$
PROFESSIOhAi. CAPDS
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It 11 r11111/.1141R Term 011.at EVtal oasca
Cor elev Rue 7'14
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DR.
. •
Offers his prdemen•. +arse-es en the
Elmkonville and vicloille •
arggeoglee over Plants's,. lines 'Mete a•
wax, sucwwi. •
A. P. C MPBE1,1„
DENTIST .
floc-Lit swill,.
In,. ,6•46.11 ,61 rP61.01666..6 . •
• a' I •
irs twataitlia;
JOHN Fitt& 'v IONS. FELAsi,„
THE FELA N DSt
Attorneys pi Law,
praet.o. ar amt.. .st
epos Ismailin
Mac s Hop roma
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney and Connsallor at.
Horivnerlte
•
LOUISVILLE &NASHVITIF
THE CRIAT
Through Trunk Line
\-
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NI I
4.7,S
Willost Chap ocd viti Spud Usrlvaist
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTEIron St Loafs, Ivanwille and numbers...to the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
THROt•GH Roam shove cities toXialsrille sod .liattassoaga, makiag direct con
met WM wait
P"allrrao.21 
-Pala =sr Casa11',4 Atlanta, Sarawak. lam,
puma 111 nail&
emnertiose aatie Setbris sea bap
.i.i• all smote
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
In Neiman Pantos (ars
r MIGRANTS Seeking romes as thetine of this road willse•-••v• firer:al low rates
.4•44 (gest. of this tompaps for rates, royale,
, or wine C,.. P. ATMORE G P. I. A
Lone...mita is.
Gairthined With Great Refracting Power.
THLV ARIL TR Velar -111efer AND COLOIlitieS
MI LIMIT ITNaLF,
And for *Winos of endur,anee to the eye cansotbe ea idled, enmisiing ... wearer to read firhours II ithout fatigue. lu fact, they are
prurccir pit T rsaFeEmvFais.
Te-timoniala .m tie• leading physiciami is
.11,itehlt.i .4,,  ,NLa ta,velahneilr.euteiv.ren alto had tasir
A .1. ItYltis FITTED,
*hot the Flf 4.1,arkaietet Ivy
fr
H. B. GARNER,
Hoploosville, Ky.aTon)eseinig;vasse. ace n,,t pimpled 1,, peddlers at
A. K. RAVI Ke•
holesale epots IATI, A N TA, GAD i hi STIK. Tibll.
. 
Vanderbilt UniversityOfhes in Its depart sire ts of Science, Literature andArts. Law, Theo loc. Eosin...ring, Pharmacy , Den.Detre, and Medicine highest ednuatioaal advs..1.aus at a moderate cost. Address
'A ILA WILLIAlls, Secretary, luderilia, Tesa.
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